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obtained, all combined in ont'tool.
One prominent advantage of this tool is,
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that the jaws always move horizont&lly when

A. lE . :B li: A 0 H.

they open or close, and thus present greater

Agents.

convenience and security in grasping an ob

Dexter & Bro., New York
A. 'Vinch, Philadelphia.
E .:(1]. Fuller. Halifax. N
A.. G. Co urt en ay, Charleston. S.W.Pease Cincinnati,O.
Resp o nsibl e Agents may also be found in all the princi

l!"ederhen & 00., BO!lton.

I

ject.

ly cannot be applied, with much firmness, to

Single copies of the paper are on sale at all the

periodi
city. iirooklyn. and Jersey City.
'rgR:HS--:;:'2 a-year.-$:1 in advance and the remain
der in six months

any article, unless it is a tapering or conical

cal stores in this

figure.
The spring, c, answers two purposes, viz. :
throws open the pliers, and counterbalances

To Clean Liii;ht Colored Kid Glove•.

and prevents wh�t little tendency there may

The common burning fluid (turpentine and

be in the jaw to sag.

alcohol mixed) used in lamps, is the best li

the higher notches at H.

the glove on the hand to which it belongs,

of useful purposes.

little ofthe liquid,-which may be poured into

whom further information can be had.

on the glove until the grease and dirt are re
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moved from it, then take it off and lay it

Chinese

Do the

same with the other glove, and then suspend

Dreedlnll

of Fish.

with great success for ichifying the rivers of
France, Scotland and Ireland with salmon and

While drying they must be

other fish, and claimed as a recent discovery,

stretched a little from time to time, to prevent

has been practiced in China for centuries. We

Those who make a business

find a record of this in a work published thirty

of cleaning gloves, dry them upon artificial

years ago.

hands, but these are not positively neces£ary.

In it is stated that "the Chinese

fishermen carefully collect the spawn of fish

Care must be exercised not to clean gloves in

and put it into the shell of a fresh hen's egg

this manner by candle light, or in the neigh

then stop up the opening, and set it under a

borhood of a fire, as accidents have taken

sitting fowl.

place to persons by the ignition of the gas of
tering the room.

A lack of moisture is also tight and durable wbole, the cost being no

often experienced.

Improved Heater.

Artificial

This art, which has lat�ly been introduced

them both over a clean cord. and dry them in

-------.-�-���----

Patented June 10, 1856,

by Will. Hart, Mayville, Dodge Co., Wis., of

a cup for convenience-and rub all the spots

tbe fluid.

This is a very ex

cellent improvement, adapted to a multiplicity

then dip a small piece of clean sponge in a

their shrinking.

The power of the spring

may be increased by raising its lower end into

quid that can be used to clean kid gloves. Put

a cool place.

The jaws of the common pliers present

a tapering form when opened, and consequent

p 1 cities and towllsin t h e United States.

down upon a piece of white paper.

Thus it will be seen that

pliers, callipers, and a hand or thumb vise are

These objections do not greater, if as much, as the ordinary furnaces.

exist where water is used as the distributing This is an important fact.

The inventor has

After a certain number of days

they break the shell in water warmed by the
sun; the young fry are Boon hatched, and are
kept in pure fresh water until they are large

The improvement illustrated by our engrav medium for the heat of the fire. On the con provided attachments for the supply of water, enough to be thrown into ponds. The sale of
ing is intended for the heating of churches, trary, the air being only heated to a compar and a regUlation for the draft of the furnace. spawn for this purpose forms an important
stores and dwellings. Water is employed as atively low temperature, more of it is thus But these are not shown in our cut. They are branch of trade in China."
... �, ..
a medium for distributing the heat of the fire required to be thrown into the apartment. A simple and self-acting.
The River Amoor.
over a large radiating surface. The appara larger amount of fresh, warm healthy air is
Simplicity, durability, economy of fuel in
tus consists of a large water-tight iron chest thus necessarily obtained than can be expect
or hox, A, having hexagonal air tubes, B, pass ed from the other systems above named.
ing through. These tubes are each divided
The expense of hot water furnaces has here
into a ·number of compartments by radial tofore formed a serious obstacle to their intro
plates, the ends of which are shown in the cut, duction. But in this improvement it does not

use, ease of management, and abundance in its

This ma,gnificent river, which runs through

supply of warm, pure air, are the prominent the lower part of tbe Russian possessions, and
characteristics of this improvement. It should empties into the head of the Gulf of Tartary,

be carefully exarr:ined by &11 who have occa is navigable seventeen hundred miles from its
sion to employ heating fixtures. Patented by mouth to the city of Northink, the capital of

exist. By a peculiar method of uniting the Leeds & Smith, 1854--55. For further informa Southern Siberia. The country is densely
The fire is applied directly to the bottom of joints, the various parts are all cast in sections tion address A. W. Rand, 83 North Sixth st., populated, and great results are anticipated by
some adventurers, who propose opening a com
the furnace, and the products of combustion and bolted together, so thaG they form a water- Philadelphia, Pa.
munication between our Pacific possessions
are carried off in the rear of the apparatus,

presenting the appenrance of stars.

and escape at pipe C.

The cold air to be

and the Russian Asiatic territory.

IMPROVED COMBINATION PLIERS.

heated is introduced at the back, and passes

Two suc

cessful voyages from San Francisco to this
river have already been made, and the steam

through the hexagonal tubes, in the direction
of the arrows, and rises from their front ends

ship ..america, the first of a line of steamers to

to the top of box A, whence it is conducted to

run between these points, cleared port on the

the desired apartments from pipes D.

10th of June last.

The

box, A, and tubes are placed on a slight in

..

tel"

Old 'ranned Hide••

clination, so that the air will the more readily

A few weeks since while a man was dig

be drawn through the tubes.
The radial plates run longitudinally through

ging potatoes 3.t Lynn, lIIass., he struek a hard

the hexagonal tubes. The object of said plates

substance, which was found to be the board

is to augment the radiating surface, and thus
to heat the air more thoroughly, as it passes

l:over of a vat, or a pit, and from which he
hunted out l), large quantity of tanned leather,

through the tubes.

in excellent condition.

Thorough experiment has

on the spot, and had been burned down.

and they are regarded all an important feature
of the improvement.

They add greatly to the

heating power, because the air, being a non
conductor or non-absorbent of heat, all of the
radiant heat passes through it without being
absorbed.

Improved PHers.

by contact with which it becomes warmed.
The top of the box, A, is covered with ra
diating leaves, E.

F is the water tank.

w?ich projects

:

Keeplnll

part of the jaw, C, one end of said rod being

Flies

oIl Gildlnll.

The London Builder states that the meat
A A' represent the two curved or bowed legs attached to the jaw, D, and the opposite end
market at Ghent, Belgium, is now completely
of a pair of callipers, which are connected by having a head, g, upon it.
By compressing the two legs, A A', togeth free of the intolerable nuisance of flies. The
a pivot, a,. To the upper en<i of the leg, A,
there is attached a jaw, C, formed precisely er, the two jaws, C D, will move towards each simple remedy is the inner walls having been

It is universally conceded that hot wa like the jaws of ordinary pliers, and D is a other in parallel positions, the spring, c, forcing
ter apparatuses are the safest and best jaw which has a shank, b, attached to its low the legs and jaws apart when the legs are re
means of warming apartments of any that er end, the lower end of said shank passing lieved from the pressure of the hand. By
have heen devised. Except under pressure, hrough a slot, h·, in the leg, A. A spring, c, turning the nut, E, outwards, the nut, in con
t
the air can never be heated above 2120 is attached to the leg, A' bearing against the sequence of bearing against the head, g, will
,
and it iIS always loaded with a sufficient de lower end of the shank, b. The jaw, D, is con draw the jaws together, and also the l�gs, A
gree of moisture. The ordinary hot air fur nected by links, d, to the upper end of the jaw, A'. By turning or securing the nut E in
naces are liable to become over-heated, and
the air vitiated by decomposition, before en-

For

or at right angles sometime past the ground has been cultivated,
This screw has a nut and it is supposed the leather must have been

outward,

This invention consists of a peculiar com with the jaw, C.
bination of parts into a tool, which may be E, upon it. The screw, e, is hollow, and a rod in the vat at least seventy-five years.
...�...
used as pliers, or as a hand vise, or as calli 1, passes through it, and through the lower

The air, therefore, goes on until it pers.

strikes some solid substance hotter than itself;

It was ascertained

that a tannery had many years ago stood up

demonstrated the great value of these plates,

painted with laurel oil, (Oleum tauri nobllis ?)

the smell of which the flies cannot support.
Even gilt frames can thus be preserved un
soiled.

The smell of the laurel oil is not un

pleasant, and one easily gets accustomed to it.
... .. . ..

The Russian Government is about to des
C. To the outer side of the jaw, C, and at its wards or towards the jaw, C, so that sufficient patch a scientific expedition to circumnavi
ower part, there is attached a screw, e, play is allowed, the implement may be used gate the globe.
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PRESSIN G GJ,ABS.-H.'V.Adams, of New York Cj�y: I
claim the mold. composed of the several parts speCIfied,
combined and operating substantially as specified.
LIME KILNs-Levi Averill. of Elmira,�. Y.:. I claim
the construction and arrangement of the kIln, WIth
s.mali
separate branches. attached outside or around a smgle
furnace. from which the heat i� conducte� thro�gh cc;m
verging passages to several point'! of theIr penpherles.
substantlally in the manner and fbr the purposes Ket
forth.
}'URNITURJ: POI,ISH P. nrahl�n,. of NewYo!k,�.
Y.: I claim the com ;:ation of munatIc
and acetIc aCId
with the usual in"'r�dients of furniture polish, in the pro
portions and m:.tl;ner substantially as spec�fi�d. ;or the
purpose of producing a polish capable of reSIsting the ac
tjon of hot or cold water.
PLASTER COMPOUND-Lewis Buckh€?lds ?fRi�hm0l?-d
Va.: I claim the composition a_nd apphc.ahon ot .the m
gredients mentioned, . whether m the . ratIO
descflbed. or
in any other substanllally the same, m the manner and
for the purposes substantially as spe,cified.
COUPLING PIPEs-Geo, Fetter. of PhiladelJ)hia, Pa.,
and J. S. McOlintock. of Libertyville, Ill.: We �o not
claim. exclusively. the enclosing of the ends Of le�d
pipes. in a tapering ferrule ormetal harder than lead, for
the purpose of attachin?, connections thereto. an� the use
of nght and left·handea. screws on �uch conl!-ect�on_ .
But we claim the tapering screw termmatlllg lfl a
smooth and rounded end. on the connectiom tor the pur·
;l?0se of guufing the said screw, and preventing the .lead
icom burring up inside the p�pe. in com�inati�n WIth
a
tapering terrule on the end of the le!ld �lpe: saId ferrule
having any convenient number. o� prOJec:lOns for pr:e·
ve11ting the pipe from turning withm the ferrule whIle
the end of the said connection is being screwed mto the
pipe.
FARM 1i"£NOE-E. D. Foss. of Mainville, Ohio: I disn l
�� ;� : ���l��;�\iJ� �f����:bl;'1�;c����hlc1:���� �::�
in common use and have been patenled.
_
.But I claim the vertical shifting base post. in combma
Han with tha arranCement and use of the tenons. as set
tUrth.
KNIFE CLEANERs-Wm. W. Hopkins. of Chesterfield
Factory, N. H.: I claim the reCiprocating scourers. e/fg,
and elastic bobter. D, arranged as shown and deSCrIbed,
for the purpose set forth.
PADDLE WHEELs-Abraham Houseworth of New
cl
a
li
�O!�a��r:dl fo t�!:\!���� � �hg��:'��d l�x��n1e� ��
spread and contracted. or closed by the c:'ms, .F G. ar
ranged as shown and described.
ADDING NUMRERS-I. G.llubbs, of New York City
I do not claim the scale of numbers inser'ed in the spaces
formed by the spiral and radial lines
the dial, C. as
d
th ��s
.B 1\1�� th� disY;�E,with it., continuous spiral tooth.
the rackettindex. H. and the indicator. 1. substantially
as and for the purposes set 1orth.
SWEEPING GUTTERS_"\Vm. II. King (assignor to him
self and Isaac llyneman.) of Phila�elphia, Ya.: I cl�m
the combination ofthe skewed revolv lllg brush and gUId
ing board. arranged, located, and opcratin.g tog�ther s!lb
stantially as described, for the pur,vose ot makwg a SIde
or gutter sweeping mac�ine. that wlll leave the IiIweeping
in the windrows, as set forth.
BRAC.ES FOR CARRIAGEs_F. A. Jewett. of Abington.
Mass.: "1 claim combining with a .thorough brace a right
and left threaded screw. working III the nuts. e f, sub8tan
tially as described. whereby the thorough brace.can be
tiO'htened and the slack taken up at the same hme, as
s:t forth.'
CUPPING INSTRUII&NTS-Sherman McLean. of Rey
nales Uasin. N. Y.: 1 claim cOf!.:�tructing the cup.1S, .wi!h
one or more smaller cup.�. D. htte� and �ecure� wlthm
ij �g�e rd vided with perforated SIdes, substanLlally as
e.
e'
!IARVESTING MACHINES-L. L. Moore. of Petersbur�,
Va : 1 claim adjusting the f1'ame on �t� supporting wheeb
for cutlillg higher or lower. by umtmg the frame and
ton"'ue by means of the pivoted hounds. E. screw winch,
l<\ �nd pin, a, pasging through a slot in the rear. of the
ar
tongufl into the standard, V, the above parts bemg
ranged and operating in the manner and for the purpose�
set forth.
PRESSING BONNETs-Wm. Osborne. of Louisville. Ky.
I do not claim any of the separate parts set forth.
N either do 1 claim pres."!ing or forming a separate fiar
ing face piece. or a separate crown piece for bonnets. or
fO
I �f���;'���::'the flaring face piece and side crown
of a bonnet or a bonnet ,frame in one piece. and at o�e
operation.substantial�y th� mall:ner set forth, and Ir
respective of the part1cular form ot the bonnet or frame.
FORGING HORSE SHOE NAILs-Charle
. s Park�urst &
Chas. Weed. of Boston, Mass.: We cl�lm makmg the
nail guider,Y. movable up and down w1th respec. t to th.e
anvil and it... top and late��l ham?le!s.when saId an_VII
is made stationary. as specI1ied, saId Improvement belllg
advantageous in severa� respect.!l.. .
We do not claim movmg the na1l g ide, M. towards the
U
cu��r�i��'the combination of mechanism
for operating
said nail guide, or moving it from the anv!l to the cutters,
and retaining it between the cutters durmg the desce�t
of the vertical slider, L, .far �nough t<? �eparate the naIl
from th� rod, said combmatIops
conslstmg of the lever
latches. It and W. the eccentn.c. S. the roc�er lever. N,
and the springs V and X, applied to the gmde t�be,M,
and the vertical slider, L, constructed and operatmg es·
sentially as described.
TENONING MACHINE-John Potter, ofElIicott�ville. N.
Y . I claim the combination of the revolving kmfe cutter
h��ds. c d. and rotating saws. a b, when t.hese devi�es are
arran...ed in relation to each other, and for operatIon to
gethe� a� shown and described, causing the knives of the
cutter heads to relieve the saws from binding, and insur
ing many other advantages in the cutting of the tenon. as
s
PZ���Sl��. I claim thc altern�te arrangel!lent on th.e cut·
ter heads, c d. when operatmg . speCIfied relation
to
and connection with the saws of the square and level
nosed knives or cutters, s for action with each other,
and the saws. in the formation of the shoulder, as set
forth.
BRISTLE S EPARATOR-Adonijah Randel of New York
City: I claim the vibratinll board. J,. and tlischarging
rollers. L L M M. arranged and operatmg as shown. for
the purposes specified.
DOOR SPRING-John Broughton. of Chicago, 111.: I
claim the employment of an additional hinge. C, unfold
ing and foldillgthe reverse of the hinges.. a. and having
formed on each side of its leaves, a 9uadrantal or other
suitable projection, in combina.tion WIth the it&t or other
suitable springs.D D', substantIally
and for the purpose
set forth.
SASH SUPP ORTER -C. S. Bruff. of Baltimore, Md. I
claim the application of the described tack corrugated
in the particular form described to one edge of a sash.
and the meta1spring catching into said corrugations se
cured in the jamb:!!, or on the stop bead. as described, for
the purpose of holdilli up window sashes at any desired
elevation.
j
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CONCENTRATION OJ' MILK-Gail Borden, Jr., of Brook WASHING MACHINE_John S. Shepler, of Beaver.
REAPING MACHINEs-Jonathan Read, of Alton. III
lyn, N. Y.: I am well aware that sugar and various eX Pa.: I do not claim the half cone rubbers. nor do I claim Patented
March 12th.1842. Extended March 12th.1856
tracts kave been and are now concentrated in a vacuum. concave rubbers.
I claim. first. the sickle with its cutting edge. when both
under a low de,ree of heat to prevent di!icoloration and But I claim the forming of ribs in section� parallel to are scolloped and serrated.
burning.
the rubbers. and gradually forming a double inclined Second, reserving the serrations on the edge of the
I am also aware that !icalding milk. to improve its pre plane out of allY odd number of ribs, thus causing a wedge sickle, in short sections, substantially as set forth.
servative qualities, has been long known, and that it has 8hape opening between the ribs of equal opening when Third, comtructing the guard fingers in the shape of a
been kept in hermetically sealed vessels. I do not claim vertical to each other, to admit the Clothes. as the ma spear head,for the purpose of affording a shoulder on each
these processe�.
chine rotates back and forth. without the abrupt contact edge, against which the. gr�in will be h�ld, thus co�nter
1 am also aware that 'Villiam Newton, and many oth.
acting irs tendency to slIp from the �ctlon of the Sickle
erf! since. have obtained patent� for concentrating milk caused where the ribs are of equal hight. as set forth.
and forming an acute angled space m front of the edge of
HEAD REST FOR R. R. CAR8-:'Villiam B. Slaughter, the
in w
n
O odes f
to render the severing of thd grain more easy
of
Chicago,
Ill.:
1
claim
the
yoke
set
forth.
together
��::�� ���d e r i� s�r�Cf:��d 'p���rc;ati��� f �o ��� with it:; mode of attachment to the person. and the com and sickle.
certain.
claim this as my discovery or invention.
'REAPING MACHINE�-Jonathan Read. of Alton, Ill.
Hut I claim producing concentrated sweet mIlk by bination of t.he hand rest with the yoke, in the manner Patented
March 12th. 1842. Extended Morch 12th. 1856 ,
evaporation in vacuo. substantiaUy as set forth.the same described so that it can be attached to the person and I claim, first.
the combination with the platform ofa reap
having no sugar or other forei.�n matter mixed with it. made b �'erve the purpose of a head rest, without any ing
machine of a mechanical rake.WhICh tr�verses Mud
other attachment, substantially as set forth.
platform at intervals, and draws off the graIn gathered
llAND STAMP_E. A. Russell. of lIookset.N. Y.: I do
substantially as set forth.
not claim the combination of a movable stamp carrier or HARVESTERs-William Tinker, of Kellogsville. Ollio thereon.
the combination with a m�chanical rake of
lever, with an inking bed, and a bed fin supporting a I do
not claim. irrespective of the relative arrangement theSecond,
roof or screen described.or the eqwvalent thereof, to
piece of paper or any article to be printed. the stamp be- of
their
cutting
edge:!
to
the
finger
bar,
and
their
action.
intervene.
and keep the gavel of grain collected on the
g o b e
er t l
specified, the reciprocating back cutting projections platlorm separated
during its discharge by the rake frem
�� d�o �h:o t1�� a�d'��i��� ��r:,�l�.:�� s b� � bl�;�·�� as
or through the fingers between the finger bar and the grain just cut. and
falling towards the platforl!l, there
the other hand ofsuch person, or a hammer hdd therein over
Si
avoiding the scattering and entanglement WhICh takes
as I am aware that such a hand press or stamp is Hot �t��'I am also aware that a sickle has beeu provided bv
place when the grain iii passing off.and that falling upon
new.
with
back
scraping
projections,
presenting
parallel
sides
the platform are not kept separate.
Hut I claim combining with the movable lever or stamp
carrier, ��, and beds. H and G. a mechanism substantially or edges, and moving crosswise to the traverse of the ma- Third, the combinatinn WIth the roofor screen of a m.e·
chanical rake. of a stripper or guard, P' or �". or . Its
as described, whereby. during and by the lateral move ��!��f��e�rI°d�e����rli%� surface of the sickle bal'. Such, equivalent,
to sweep from the screen any gram WhICh
ments of the said lever or stamp carrier from one bed to But 1 claim forming the cutting teeth, d. with narrow
o
a f
the oth�r.the stamp shall not only be struck or forced back projections. e, having cutting edges parallel to each
:l��fu:����id�:�ri?ead�age f the rake to
downwards, but raised off the same. in the manner and other alontt the sides of each projection, so as to cut at �1f;o �:e:��:
constructing the platform with slats or ribs for
for the purpose 8pecified, such mechani'im being a trip right angle�" to the face of the f�lJger bar, when said pro- the]'ourth,
grain to lie on. and intermediate spaces for the teeth
e
n
i g, d
!�rin�. G����sl:�c��d��� �:a� �o :�t with'r�;p!�� t� {�vc;!�nih�rfi����n�::i�d �fckl�t:�� s���ifi!�� i!��:bi�=: of the rake to run in, to pass belo� the grain, a,nd thus
all danger of overrunning and Imperfectly dlScharg·
the stamp, and its carrier. substantially as stated.
tion with the wiper wheel driving appliance for giving avoid
an abrupt action to said cutters for the better clearance ing it. as set forth.
CART SA DDLES-H. A. Raim, of Nashville. Tenn. : I from
DESIGNS.
grain or grass of the space which separates the fin
claim uniting the tree bars and pads of a saddle by pro
COOKING STOVES-No S. Vedder. (assignor to Cox.
viding said bars with grooves around their edges. or with ger bar and sickle, a.':l set forth.
Richardson
&
Boynton,)
of Troy, N. Y.
grooved rims, and the linings of the pads with looped, VISE-R. W. 'rhickens. of Brasher Iron Works. N. Y.:
corded, or perforated borders. which are firmly but re I do not claim the cross levers or bars. E E. t.:eparately. COOIfING STOVES-No S. Vedder and Ezra Ripley.
movably secured in the grooved edge� of the tree bars. fO
e
i
e
a
s a
ir
t gignors to Cox, Richardson & Boynton) of Troy. N.
r h
fto;� :��'b��d�'i;s��;dh� la b���gt� ��� l�h h�::d!;: !� B�� {crni: lhe �o�gi� �ti��ofs::� levers or bars. E E, �
or equivalent fa'iteningil. substantially in the manner and t��:�o��e:n���' t�� ��r�o�����:if�t£lied to the jaws. A R :-do�nS&�';,��tfn�)v�1T����N.al: (assignor to Cox.
�h�
for the purposes specified.
------�-..-- ........
..
....----,
SELF-CLEARING CHIMNEY COWL-Charles H. Wat.
CLAMl>JNG AND UPSETTING TIRE-O. L. Cowles. of kins,
of
New
York
City:
I
claim
one
or
more
legs,
H lI.
One Cord of Wood on .. Locomotive.
Tecousha Townsllip, Mich and Allen Le Deming, of having the circle of the revolvmg top. ]�. and connected
Homer 1'ownship. Mich. : We are aware that machine with
Our excellent co temporary the Railway
a common spindle, C'. as described and set forth.
have been in use for clamping and upsetting tire by the
o
- WATER-PROOFING TEXTILE F AnRIcs _ Benjamin Times, Boston, gives an account of a locomo
t at
u
��:11�s!iI�:{�a0����rb;h!�d fo e1f��f i� :�d �!�11��! Weigert,
of New York City: I claim the treat!Ut:nt of tive called the Mississippi, built by Rogers,
fore do not claim clamping tire or iron fbr the exprells textile fabrics
with a solution of acetate of alumIna: and
c
o
prepared in the manner and from the in�redlents Ketchum & Grosvenor, Paterson, N. J., which
PjfS��e �l�f����gc���i��ti�n l�fih:�·ever. fig. 1. with glue,
the nuxiJiary clamping levers, D D, fig. 2, the canying and proportions stated, and for the purpose speCIfied.
sheds.�; ��, the connecting bars, F F. the saddle piece. GRAPPLE FOR RAISING S UNI{EN BODIES-Greenleaf run 125 miles on the Pacific R.R.-Missouri
k, and the slotted clamping bars, .A. A, for the purpose of A. Wilbur, of Skowhegan. Me.: I do not claim the use
clamping and then upsetting tire by a single continuous of a buoy or buoy chain to indicate the position of sunken with one cord of wood. It also states that
motion or' the slotted lever, fig. 1. as set forth.
bodies.
the average run of a locomotive on the N. Y.
I claim the improved construction of the grapple
REGULAT1NG VJ�LOCITY OF FEED Fon SAW MILLS_ But
be operated with a buoy and �taple. in the manIler and and Erie Railroad, is only 26 miles to a cord
R. Eickmyer, of Yonkers, N. Y.: I claim driving or op- to
for the purpose substantially as set orth.
f
:l:���
n!�:e �;le��r����ef ]��e �iili�ao��t�t�:���d �o�'- BORING ARTESIAN 'V'.EI.r.s-Clarendon Williams, of of wood.
nee ted by a pin. h. and groo..-ed plate. I. or draw link. j. Franklin
Mo.:
I claim the boring of earth and stone
In the account given of the performances of
a
f
e
se f
sinki�g of tubing at one operation, forming artesian
�{r:bre ���:%��'t 1�Vt\�:' �:r��:ge�Ut�reOreb� r�:�i�g th� and
wells.
by
the
mechanism
employe�,
c�msisting
of
screw.
the Mississippi, it is stated that it run the 125
log to the saw. as described
Ii'. and nut. G. arranged and operatmg In the m?-nner de
scribed, with the auger, constructed substantIally and miles in seven hours-that the train consis ted
WINDOW SAsH-Graneir Sessions. of Worcester,Mass. operating
in the manner set forth.
I do not claim the principle of connecting two pieceii of
of three passenger cars, containing 106 pas
metal. by ca!ting metal
both while they are in
SWAGING IRON-John T. Willmarth. of Worcester, sengers, one baggage car, and Adams & OO.'s
mold.
Mass.:
I
claim
mounting the hammers on opposite sid�s
Nor do I claim making a window of separate bars uni of a rocking frame,
0 erated by eccentrics, or theIr Express and baggage car. It is also stated that
ted by brazing. soldering. or riveting them together. when
ae
n
nc
c
n s
they abut against one another.
�vl¥l�vt�� ;�;ri l��y:�;� o�o;�o:ft: sYd��'oJ th ��J� gi�C 45 miles of the track was an ascending grade
.Hut 1 claim the described new or iB1proved combina bration
oHhe
said
rocking
frames.
as
described,
and
for
tion or manutacture of w':ndow sa.llh, as made not only of the purpose specified.
of 45 feet to the mile, and 80 miles from 20
rebated and tenoned side and cross bal·s. hut of separate
re-bated corner pieces or combinat�on� cast in manner as LOCI{S-Hjalmar Wynblad. of New York City: I am to 10 feet per mile.
�pecitied on the tenoned ends of saId l}ars, and not only aWare that eccentric disks and ward plates have beon
con�tituting rebated angular continuations thereto. so as before kllo''''n nnd used. and I do not claim them.
It appears to us that this feat is not $0
with said bars to complete the sash f rame, but serving to .But I claim the arrangement of a series of eccentric
connect the bars together, in manuer aHxplained.
disks separated by stationary ward plates, wit.h eac� of very great. The size of the train and the
i'iaid disk!! having an orifice at the center of Its mabon,
ARRANGEMENT OJ' STEAM CVLIND.m-J. S. Shapter. fitted to the shape oftne bits of the key, and moving up speed must all be taken into account in j u d g
of New York City: I do not claim inclosing a steam cy on and guided by a segmental standard, and moved at iug of the economy of fuel
in locomotives.
the same time and to the same distance within 8: frame
linder in a steam boiler, as that is known and used.
.But I claim enclosing a steam cylinder in a steam cham attached to and working the bolt of lock, set forth.
ber lIeparated from the body of the "team ·boiler. where BLEACHING IVORy-A. C. Breckenridge, (assignor to 1:he average speed of the Mississippi was only
the supply of steam can be !hut off from the chamber by Julius Pratt & Co.,) of Meriden, Conn.: I claim pro about 18 miles per hour, while the average
c
ea
d t
the bleaching frame with grooved strips of glass,
:tr:�h����t!���!'�:�6� �t r:r:u�it: �:n h�l���h�� t� ! viding
C C and D, to receive the ends or sides of the pieces of speed on express trains, on the N. Y. and Erie
supply ot' stea.m to thB chamber is so shut oft:
ivory exposed to the sun'� rays, which. ever :;ide of the Railroad, is 35 miles, or ahout double that on
frame is upward, substantlally as descnbed.
VA I,VE MOTIONS FOR STEAM ENGIl1"ES-E. S. Ren
wick.. of New York City: I claim the combination of DRILLING AND DRESSING STONEs_'Vm, M. Barton. the Pacific Railroad, and the trains on it are
the parts of a valve motion. substantially in the manner (assignor to himself and Robert M. Barton,) .of Russel also usually
far heavier and larger. For a
described, so that the steam valves shall be opened by
Ttmn.: 1 claim the arrangement descrxbed of the
mechanism at intervals coincident or thereabouts with ville,
a. on one side of the slab or stock, A. �nd the cra,nk. double speed, it requires at least four times the
the opening of the exhaust valve�, a.nd that the steam drill,
1<\ and connecting rod. J. on tho other. :wIth.the sprmg,
valves shall be closed by me('.hani�m that is independent T.and vibrating arm, L.to connect the saId dnll and con quantity of fuel, we understand; therefore, if
of the exhaust valves, but which governs and controls necting rod, as set torth_
the toes by which the steam valves are opened. in such
manner that the closing of the steam valves doe� not MosQUl'l'O CANOpy-Levi J. Henry. (assigner to Ben we take the greater speed, and great weight
change the angular position in which these toes have jamin J.llart,) of New York City: I claim the con ot trains on the N. Y. and Erie Railroad into
struction of the clamp, b c, with the rod. e, and screw
been placed to open the valves.
Second, I claim the combination of the steam toes, G studs 1 and 2, by which the canopy frame may' always consideration, 26 miles per hour with one eord
G', rock shafts. J J', arms D D' D2, and link L, with the be m�de to stand vertically, whether the clamp itself
stand vert ically or horizontally, as specified.
exhaust rock shaft. I, tor opening the steam valves.
of wood, may be as economical as one cord
'l'hird, I also claim the combination o fa cam and spring I also claim the cap, f, fitted to receive the bars, 8 and
cam box. with mechani�m for imparting the movement of 99 for sustaining the canopy or covering, when combined for 125 miles on the Pacific Railroad.
the cam box to the valve,J.
with the sliding tubes, 3 45. for regulating the hight of
.... '.
.Fourth, I claim thd combination of the yokes, K K. and said canopy. and also receiving the bars, 8 and 9 9. when
Gas on Steamboat••
shaft. M. with appropriate operating mechanism, depend transported, substantially as specified.
ing on the movements of the crank shaft of the engine WHEELWRIGHT�S MACHINE-A. D. SteweU. (Msignor
The Buffalo (N. Y.) Commercial states that
for holding the steam toes in the proper po!ition to open John A. Prall,) of Fulton, N. Y.: I claim the com
the valves and for lowering the same bodily to close the to
bination of the spoke set with the carriag-e, carrying the a steamboat was recently fitted up with an ap
steam valves.
Fifth. I claim closing steam valves that have been hollow auger, when the whole is attached to the hub parat1I'S to make its o wn gas, but it has proved
o:p,ened by moving the steam toes or their e9uivalents bo while resting over the pit. as set forth.
ddy, without changing their angular pOSItion, the dis
EXTRACTING OILs-Charles Moore. of Trenton, N. J.: a failure-the smell was too offensive. There
ta.nce required to shut the valves.
I claim the process of extracting oils and other liquids must have been some
defect in the apparatus
from
the pulp of prepared or ground linseed or other
PRO.TECTILEs-Nathan Scholfield. of Norwich, Conn'
for making gas on board of that boat. It is
I claim the application of wing!!. as described, either with seeds or substances.
it or them into cakes, by molding and
slight springs to force them from close contact with their I claim forming
t
s
em, substantially as very difficult to neutralize a disagreeable odor
seats, when left free, so as to aUow the air to act thereon
to perfect their expansion. or by having a free passage for a:!���:l}�; :h� ��S;��:�;e� f��t��
air beneath the WIngs. and giving them slight inclina ROCK DRILLS-'""m. .M.. Earton. (assignor to Robert which is generated in making gas. Still, this
tion diagonally. on the cylindric surface and without M.llarton and himselt:) of Russelville, Tenn.: I claim can be done by proper apparatus, especially it
springs.
the combination of the se�mentally toothed wheel, H,
e s in
i
O
gearing into the ratchet wheel,!, with the spring. L, and crude rosin oil be used to generate the gas, as
je!tii:i� t� fi��� };6� � ::� ��t£i� �h����f�� t�l� l:!�: its
drum. M, when their parts are arranged as set forth.
ing one of their edges Jol5ed around a piece of wire or its
equivalent. to form journals on which the wings may turn MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINEs-Edward Shepherd. is done in many cotton factories.
.-�........
as joints.
of New York City: I do not claim the helices, the con
s
i
a
Mine Water for Boile...
bands or rings. p' n', the connecting rods. the
el, ����! �;ii�':frt� ��:?a� : :l�gSp��}���I�:a��dreiih:; frnecting
g
o
i
s
i
r
a
parallel to its axis, or diagonally in such form and posi ��il cl�i: ih : ::ri�::, F �� CI, fhe f����� ���tes, P. The Pottsville Journal states that Messrs.
tion that the said wings may be closed d')wn on the cylin the connecting rod!!, r' r'. and the �onduc:ing ba.nd'! ?r Mangay & Trucks have introdu ced a method
dric surface or onlrrooves thereon, fitted to receive them.
I
h
e ci
th
�!�n;::rh����i�� of purifying mine water, by which the acids
���:!ti\� i: � ��h�;!�l �h!�eSh�1 °be o�:��as a�d ��� ;!ltl;�f1�u�: 'sa'id h�li��:�ei��Ou�i:�
t
h
i
in
i
e
panded,as described.
::c���fc�{ ���� �l���, ���::� c �le� t ��a'a�g���;re f� are removed, and it is made pure and soft as
I also claim the construction and application of these
current
the
several
currenh
generated
in the said
one
s
i
e
l
ti!it� :� ��:!in�Uthei�' ���?ed�f�r% ��!� b�i�� ��a���d helicf's when resolved between the magnetic poles. as rain water, and so rendered fit for using in
therefrom.so that if while it." rear end rests on its !leat. set forth.
boilers, without the destructive effects usual
the forward end of the wing iii ele,Tated therefrom when
RE-ISStI'ES.
free. then if this end is also pressed down to its seat. it
ly attending the use of mine wat€r in eating
shall be raised again by it'i elasticity when left free from REAPING MACHINEs-Jonathan Read, of Alton. III
pressure. so that the action of the air on the exposed Patented March 12th. 1312. ExtendedMarch 12th.1856 , away boilers.- L Philadelphia Ledger .
curve of the wings will force them open to their greatest I claim the combination of the reel for gathering the
.. - ...
grain to the cutting apparatus and «epositing it on the
capacity. after being discharged from a gun.
Curion. Experiment.
o ti
BEDSTEADS-J. H. Belter, of New York City: I claim ��aJ�:����hs�\�t�:t\�{l� :� d��:��i��d,rt;e;�albl�a:h�
At the Royal Pahopticon, in London, a thin
a. bedstead constructed of thin parts, A A, supported inde- raker to ride and rake the grain from the platform, and
e
t
s
o o
s
free the reel and cutting apparah:.sfrom obstructions.
band of wire is bent or shaped into the form
���� o��\r of� :;:�rs: :�d :ri���� d :�b��a�iialf;�� d��
REAPING MACHTNE�-.Jonathan Read. of Alton. Ill. of a word or a sentence and then placed on a
scribed and for the purposes set forth.
I also claim the wedge-shaped projections, B B, on the Patented March 12th. 1842. ExtendedMarch 12th. 1856 ,
inside face of each part of the hollo� notches. B' B' .on I claim in combination with the main frame of the ma sheet of white paper. A powerful battery is
the edge of the internal frame, C. when combined sub chine, hung or balanced o� the supporting wheels, with
the thills or tongue by which the hOlses draw the ma discharged through this wire, which melts and
stantially as described and for the purposes specified.
frame.. a lever c�nne�ted with
CARPENTER'S GAUGEs-Joel Bryant, of Brooklyn. N, chine, hinged to theasaid
d
n
oxydates it, and there is left in its place the
Y. : 1 claim point holders, or holders for the point!, mark �!a����t���he���o fh a���� ��i;:�,�h�i!�h�S s������:
en, and cutters of the gauges, irrespective of the kind ductor of the machine, may. from I'!aid stand. by this ar word or sentence, plainly visible, of a black
and form of gauges, or imtruments equivalent thereto. rangement. ra�fole or depress th.e cutter at . pleas�re. durconstructed and operated as described.
color.- [Exchange.
t e
e o ut
l
o
a
iie hi:hi �boc;ft fh e �r���d. �: fo� � ��s1;: ��:: ���
WHEELS J'OR CARnIAGE�L-Thomall Brownfield, of !�ft�
I The paper may he white in appeara1j.ce, but
intervening
obstacles,
substa.ntially
as
described.
,
George s Township. Pa. : I claim the rim of the hub
which is' made in sections, which being constructed in HARVESTING MACHINEs-JonathanRead. of Alton. Ill. it must be impregnated with some substance,
this manner. will press on all the spokes, and hold them Patented March 12th.1S42. Etxtended March 12th. 1856,
such as tannin, to pr{)duce this result. The
all firm in the hub. and the iron plate which covers these
sections which will band and let the 8ections fit the fsc�b;���d.��d���m:r�igf Ji:���:;�r��r;e��e:hes�i�t� oxyd of a wire will not make a black mark on
spokes, with the pressure of the screws and hold the form
and
the
path
of
the
driving
wheels
before
the
lat
sectioni in their places. and the nuts on the spokei, which ter ha.s passed the discharged grain. as ilet i(Jrth.
unprepared white paper.
hold thB felliei and tire to their proper places.
�
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�tientifit �mtritan+
On Water Wheels.

MESSRS. EDITORS-Permit me to make a

notch will b e greater than the calculated quan

strong as to sustain handling, and so firm as

tity.

to bear polishing on the back to any degree,

few remarks in relation to the communication

Owners of water power should attend to

of Messrs . Collins & Gilbert, on page 251.

these things when having the power of their

You were surprised at their statement, that a

wheels tested, or they may be deceived ; their

Recent Foreign Invention ••

Precipitating Salts from

Solution.-L .

J. F

by rubbing with the hand and polishing pow

Margueritte, of Paris, has taken out a patent

der.

for precipitating salts from their solutions by

" The usual course in practice, however, is sending a current of chlorohydric acid into

wheel " would pass 150 per cent. of its area."

wheels may consume much more water than when the first stratum of fluid is exhausted, to the solution. If, for instance, it is stated, a
interested wheel builders may lead them to remove it, and apply a layer of No. 2 soiution, current of this gas is let on to a saturated so
page 246 Vol. 9, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, article believe.
J. B. C ONGER.
and when that has been removed and the glass lution of chlorides, such as potassium or sodi
But in the " Essay on Turbine Water Wheels,"

28, headed, " The Velocity of the Wheel," an
explanation of the cause is given.

In fig. 6,

accompanying that essay, however, a large C
near the arrow in the flume, is omitted by the

Jackson, Tenn., August, 1856.

When the form of the glass varies, simple ex

The chlorohydric acid gas will settle the salt

openings, there could be a differ

pedients are employed, and either concave,

in the solid state, thus dispensing with vapor
izing of salt water, &c., to obtain the salts .

engraver, but it is referred to in the first line

ence of discharge, varying from 1 50, 125, 90,

convex, or corrugated surfaces are silvered,

below it.

80, 73, and 50 per cent. in different wheels.

and bottles and vases are coated internally.

At the close of a long sentence, which is

The experiments of Rennie, published in the

It is easy to mend an injury in the silvering o f ting a more expensive for a less expensive

somewhat ambiguous, Messrs. C ollins & Gil

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal So

a plate, and two o r three caJ!es o f repair were

method of obtaining salts from water either

ciety, with an opening in a brass plate 1-20th

performed on the table."

by artificial hea,t or that of the sun.

will, in all ordinary cases, be found to be al

of an inch thick, gave a co-efficient of 0 · 600

will pass 100 per cent. of its area, we know

rules given on pages 216 and 224, for meas

that one of the same size may be constructed

uring the quantity and velocity of falling wa

which, from its form and location, will not

ter, have received the approbation of our mill

pass more than 50 per cent. ofits area."

wrights generally for simplicity and clearness

This,

Any aperture,

of descri ption.

properly so called, will pass at least 62 per
cent. of the theoretical

discharge.

- --.----...-.� ......---... Faraday on

Never

theless, by appendages, we may reduce tha

Slivering Glass.

On page 363 we published the receipt of J.

discharge to 50, 20, or even 10 per cent. ; or,

Fitzpatrick describing a s imple method of sil 

by plugging it up, reduce it to nothing.

was the passage of the water through the

vering glass, but every new improvement re
'
lating to this beautiful art is of general inter

guides and issues of a turbine water wheel

est.

Why

We therefore give below an extract from

dragged into the discussion of the quantity of a lecture of Prof Faraday, recently delivered
water that passes through an aperture, or over before the Royal Society, in wilich he explained
a notch board 1

Was it to let your readers

know that Messrs.

Collins & Gilbert make

turbines WIth polished guides 1

I understood

your object to be to give rules by which the
quantity of water flowing over a notch board
or through an aperture, could be measured ;
and that you had no reference at all to its pas
sage through a wheel.

For the information

of the gentlemen, I will state that no well con
structed turbine will pass quite 100 per cent.
of the theoretical discharge, when running at
a speed to produce a maximum effect.

But to

return.
Most attempts to give rules for determining
the quantity of water flowing down a stream
in a given time, leave their data quite inex
plicable to common millwrights ; and the re
sults are not to be relied on under all circum
stances.

The quantity of water is generally

greater than that indicated by the rule.

All

rules for determining the quantity of water
that flows over a notch board, in a given time,
are based on the known velocity acquired by
b odies falling through a certain space in vacuo
near the surface of the earth, which, in the
latitude of New York, is 8·04

feet per se

cond, acquired by falling 1 ·005 feet.

But 8

feet per second acquired by falling 1 foot, is
near enough the truth for all practical purpos
es.

Now, if the actual discharge of water

from under a head, equalled the theoretical, as
the velocity is as the square root of the head,
by multiplying the square root of the head by
8, and into the area of the aperture, we would
have the quantity discharged per second. But
it is known that when the orifice is pierced

,

Ij

I

This invention will be efficient in substitu

bert say, " the results as given in the article,

strictly speaking, is incorrect.

I

these two salts will be

almost entirely eliminated from the liquid.

Mr. Conger, that we did not suppose, with the

same area of

together too high, for though we are aware for rectangular openings, 0 · 633 for round open
that an aperture may be constructed which ings, and 0 · 594 for triangular openings. The

I

washed and dried, to cover the back surface um (common salt,)

[We stated in the remarks referred to by with a protective coat of black varnish.

through a thin plate, the actual discharge is
only 0 · 625 of the theoretical.

Hence, as 1 is

with experiments, Mons. Petitjean's silvering
process.

The extract is taken from a brief

report of the lecture in the London Mechanic's
]}Iagazine : -

" M. Petitj ean's process consists essentially
in the preparation of a solution containing
oxyd of silver, ammonia, nitric, and ta.rtaric
acids, able to deposit metallic silver either at
common or somewhat elevated temperatures.
1 540 grains of nitrate of silver being treated
with 955 grains of strong solution of ammonia,
and afterwards with 7, 700 grains of water,
yields a solution to which, when clear, 170
grains of tartaric acid dissolved in 680 grains
of water is to be adqed, and then 152 cubic
inches more of water, with

good agitation.

When the liquid bas settled, the clear part is
to be poured off; 1.52 cubic inches of water to
be added to the remaining solid matter, that
as much may be dissolved as possible, and the
clear fluids to be put together and increased
by the further addition of 6 1 cubic inches of
water.

This is the silvering solution No. 1 .

A second fluid, No. 2, is to be prepared i n like
manner, with this difference, that the tartaric

.. - ...
Spont.. neon8 Ignition of Sawdust.

The number for August of the Journal of the
Franklin Institute,

contains a report on the

spontaneous ignition of a wooden box contain
ing sawdust.
It occurred in the factory of Joseph S. El
kington &

Sons, Philadelphia.

A mass of

sawdust which had been confined for nine
months in a wooden box around a tank for
rendering grease, was observed to be heated
like a mass of live coal, ready to burst into
flames, although it was 40 feet from any fire.
The tank which it surrounded was of boiler
iron, heated by steam at 50 Ibs. pressure, and
was 280 " Fah.

The heat was applied from 6

to 9 hours in succession, and the apparatus
was used two or three times per week.

When

the iire was first discovered, an inch board
forming part of the box was burned through.
In 18:;3, the factory of Mr. Elkington was
burne lj ,j own, and this discovery has led to
the inf.rcnce that the cause of that fire was
the spontaneous combustion of such a box.
The O ommittee of the ]'ranklin Institute, in
their report on this case, mention several well
known instances of spontaneous combustion
of wood, kept in long contact with surfaces
heated by hot water.
In 1848, Day & Martin's Blacking Factory
in London came near being burned down by
the spontaneous ignition of a wooden casing
surrounding tubes containing hot water ; and
it was also found, on examination, that where
ever these tubes touched the flooring the latter
was charred.
The following extract from the report we
recommend to the general attention of all con
cerned ; it deserves a wide circulation :" There can be but little doubt that the saw
dust in the case before the Committee, exposed
at intervals for nine months to a temperature

of glaJ!s plate consists of a cast-iron table

box, containing water within, and a set of gas
burners beneath to heat it . The upper surface
of the table is planed and set truly horizontal
by a level.

Heat is applied until the tem

perature is 140 D

Fah.

The glass is well

cleaned, first with a cloth, after which a plug
of cotton, dipped in the silvering fluid and a
little polishing powder, is

carefully passed

over the surface to be silvered, and when this
application is dry it is removed by another

size to the canal in which it is placed, so that poured off, then washed with water and ex
the flow of the water in th" canal gives it a amined. The under surface presented a per

is usually the case when it is placed in the

riLte and crystalize ; but then it is more expen
sive to make and use hydrochloric acid for
this purpose than to use fuel for vaporiza
tion.
Manure from Scrap Leather.-G. Chisholm,

of London, manufactures

artificial manure

from scrap leather, by first submitting the
s craps to the action of hydrochloric acid gai
at a high temperature, until they are satura
ted with it, then subjecting them to the action
of carbonate of ammonia, also in
gas.

a state of

This latter alkaline gas neutralizes the

acid gas, the leather then crumbles to powder
and makes an excellent manure.

Sole leather

scraps are steamed after they are acted upon
by the two gases .

Such manure will contain

but little, if any, phosphate of lime, but will be
rich in nitrogen. It cannot, however, be man
ufactured cheaply.

Smoke Consumer for Steam

Boilers.-J. L .

Jeffree, of Blackwall, London, has secured a
patent for placing at the back of the fire-box
of tubular marine boilers hollow flattened
pipes, which communicate, through air flues ,
with the atmosphere. These tubes become hot
and heat the air which flows in to mix with
the smoke from the fires, thus supplying it
with sufficient oxygen to promote perfect com
bustion and consume the smoke.

It is appli

cable only to steamers using bituminous coal.

Manufacturing

land, patentee.

Iron . - C . J. Hampton, Eng

The improvemellt claimed by

this inventor is the use of s oda or other alka
line salt in combination with lime in the pud
dling furnace.

The alkaline salt is dissolved

in water, and the solution is then mixed with
quick-lime, to slack it, and in this state it is
introduced into the puddling furnace.

It is

of about 280

at a low temperature is much more inflamma 
ble and hygrometric than that made at higher
temperatures.
" Whether such charcoal will absolutely in 
flame under 300 ' , the Committee is not able
to say ;

it is possible that the rapid absorp 

tion of large quantities of oxygen by it would
produce sufficient elevation of temperature to
cause actual combustion.

The fact, however,

is established, that such combustion will occur

tained a patent for improving iron.

It con

sists in the use of the sulphate of iron (copper
as) by adding it to caJ!t-iron when in a molten
state, which, he states, causes the discharge
of earthy matters from the iron, thereby puri
fying it of deleterious substances, which im
pairs its strength.

The sulphate of iron in a

pulverized condition, is added in small quan
tities-about a pound to 500 Ibs. of iron, and
stirred.

It re-acts upon the silicon, phosphor

under the circumstances indicated, and is of us, and arsenic that may be in the iron, and
importance, from the liability to recurrence of cause them to separate from it, in scum. C ast

to 0· 625, so is 8 to 5, 5 is the co-efficient that plug of cotton, and the plate obtained is per
And, as the velocity is fectly clean. The glass is then laId on the ta
the accident under like circumstances, as in
double when iss uing from under four times ble, a portion of the silvering fluid poured on
the cases of j oists running near flues or
reach
aperture
the
if
the head, it follows, that
to the surface, and this spread carefully over
through hot air chambers, wood-work on
to the top of the head, forming a notch, that every part by a cylinder of india rubber
steamboats near the boiler, steam drum, or
the average velocity will be two-thirds of that stretched upon wood, which has previously
smoke stack, j acketing of boilers in ordinary
at the bottom of the notch. Hence, two-thirds been cleaned and wetted with the solution. In
situations, &c.
of the quantity must be taken when water
this manner a perfect wetting of the surface is
The Committee believe that the attention of
flows over a notch board. And as there are obtained, and all air bubbles, & c . , are removed.
builders and others should be called to the
60 seconds in a minute, which, multiplied by Then more flnid is poured on to the glass until
fact, with the obj ect of avoiding the risk, and
5, is 300,-two-thirds of which is 200,-if the it is covered with a layer about 1-10 of an
thus diminishing the causes of fire, already too
area of the notch be multiplied by the square inch in depth, which easily stands upon it, and
numerous."
root of its depth in feet, and by 200, it will in that state its temperature is allowed to rise.
Sawdust boiled for 15 minutes in a liquor
give the cubic feet of water discharged per In about ten minutes, by the heat of warm
containing one pound of plaster of paris to the
minute.
water the hollow box of the table, silver be
bushel, then dried in the sun, will be rendered
Many circumstances, however, may tend to gins to deposit on the glass, and in fifteen or
perfectly proof against spontaneous combus
cause the actual quantity passing over a notch twenty minutes a uniform opaque coat, having
tion, like the above cited case. This would
to be greater that obtained by calculation. If a greyish tint on the upper surface, is deposi
be a cheap and simple method of treating all
the board be of considerable thickness, if the ted. After a certain time, the glass employed
sawdust desigued for non-conducting packing
inner corners of the notch be rounded off, or in the illustration was pushed to the edge of
around hot water or steam pipes.
if the notch bear considerable proportion in the table, was tilted that the fluid might be

tail race, the actual quantity pasBing over the

acid gas, and will unite with it rapidly, thus
allowing the salt (chloride of sodium) to sepa

Fah., b�came charred by the stated that it greatly improves the quality of
acid is to be doubled in quantity.
gradual distillation of the water and volatile the iron.
" The apparatus employed for the silvering matters of the wood. C harcoal thus formed
C. Sanderson, of York, Eng., has also ob 

is commonly used.

motion before passing over the notch, which

Water,

no doubt, has a great affinity for chlorohydric

.. . � . ...

It is less tiresome to walk than to stand

ings of iron treated in this manner are stated
to be superior in strength.

Any of our iron

molders can try an experiment with the cop
peras, and satisfy themselves of its merit.
� . � . ..
New

Old

Paddle

V'.'

.,jS.

The last number of the L e o > .on lvlechanic'<
Magazine contains an illustration of an im

provement in paddle wheels, for which a pat
ent has recently been ohtained in England,
and we recognize it as one of the oldest plans
tried.

The obj ect is to keep the paddles

vertical, by having them swinging on axes,
with their lower ilslves made heavier than
their upper part,s .
..
Ne

-. . ..

Kind

of Bread.

At a late mep ting of agriculturists at Tiptree Hall, England, a quantity of bread was
handed round which was made of wheat flour
and Mangel Wurzel, (white beet) mixed in
equal proportions. The bread is spoken of as

power, as high as any that silver can attain but when standing still all the muscles are con

a very palatable artiele of its kind, while it
has the great merit of being less expensive by
half than the ordinary bread, and quite as

to ; and the coat of silver, though thin, was:so tinually exerted.

nutritious.

still a given length of time, for in walking,

fectly brilliant metallic plate of high reflective each set of muscles is resting half of the time,
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Cheap

Disinfectants.

For all we have said on this subj ect, we have
frequent inquiries respecting

the best

and

cheapest substances for removing offensive
Barl

odors in sinks, &;c., during hot weather.

Barometers.

There is no instrument more useful than a

good barometer.

It indicates changes of the

weather hefore the eye can discern the signs
of their approach in the heavens, and on this

Half

a pound of sulphate of iron (copperas) dis

solved in a pai!ful of hot water and thrown in
to a sink, will remove the offensive effiuvia.

ter, but much more expensive.

Three cents

worth of copperas applied every week in the
manner described, will keep down offensive
odors in a pretty large sink.
We say it with all seriousness, that there are
thousands of persons in our cities who should
be hung up by the ears for bei n g ignorant of,
or neglectful in not applying this cheap disin

Chloride of zinc and chloride of lime are bet- fectant.

It has saved many ships from being

IMPROVED

engulfed in the ocean by its warnings of the

UNIVERSAL CHUCK.

Bands B and C are both open at the bottom.

When the gas escapes at D it mixes with the
air.

The obj e ct of the disks is to spread out

the gas evenly, so that when it reaches the
gauze an even and steady combustion will
take place.

We have tried this stove, and

generated.

H is a temporary rim resting on
This stove is

desirable, a baker may be placed upon it, and

bread cooked in the most approved manner.

The barometer consists of a column of mer

Roasting, broiling, heating flat irons, &c., may

cury about 33 inches long supported in a glass

be done with the utmost facility.

tube, with a cup at its foot, by the pressure of

.. . ,.., . ..

&c., tbe column of mercury rises and falls in

Take notice, subscribers, that the present

poorly made as to be no better than a defec

is No. 51 of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, and that

tive watch, wbich cannot be trusted in keep

the next

ing record of " passing time ; " and we sup

from our books.

bers for the past eleven years .
..------..... .. .". +---0.------

proaching changes of weather, but he has

The

The tube of

Clm rter

Oak

Down.

The famous old C b arter O ak of Hartford,

1 - 2 inches it is

C onn., which has been such an obj ect of ven

marked " very dry," at 3 1 " very fine weather,"

eration with the people of C onnecticut, was

30 1-2 " fine weather," at 30 " changeable
weather," and at 28 1-2 " s tormy." Instead
at

blown down during a storm on the

21st inst.
1686, it concealed the Charter of C on
necticut, granted by Charles II, when it was
In

of this instrument indicating such changes,
the mercury in the very finest and dry est

demanded by the minions of James II, in or

weather only stood at " fine weather," and in

der to annex that C olony to Massachusetts

tbe worst storms it only fell to " cbangeablu
weather." And as if j oking with disaster. it

indicated only " changeable we,;,ther " during
a storm that blew off part of the roof of his

This rule is invariable, and

has received the approbation of our subscri

spring, for the purpose of warning him of ap

at 3 1

Please re

tinued, otherwisfl your names will be crossed

Indi 

ana, states that he purchased a barometer last

it is 33 inches long ;

iss'lte completes the volume.

mit at once if you desire the pap�r to be con

pose such instruments are often sold for relia

I

Importnnt.

Highly

The instrument, however, may be so

been completely deceived by it.

Patented

May 1 3th, 1 8 5 6 .

tbe atmosphere varies, hy winds, moisture,

A correspondent writing to us from

Address the

patentees for further information.

According as the pressure of

ble barometers.

When

useful for a variety of purposes.

enabling the sails to be reefed and made snug
in due season.

its tube.

Wnen lighted, the

found it to operate well.

A, for supporting a tea-kettle.

coming tempest when the sky was clear, thus

the atmosphere.

G.

surface of gauze, F, is covered by an even
mass of blue flame, and a most intense heat is

account it is a premonitor of atmospheric
. changes.

portion of the gas rises between disks E an d.

From this it .received its name.

It was 33

feet in circ=ference and hollow inside.�

I washer fast, in any given position, thus secur- When the white men came to the valley the
au invention for ' ing ring E, in gear, or out of gear, as desire d . Indians said it had been venerated
by their
house, swept off the roofs of several barns, and which letters patent were granted to Michael
'fhi8 is a very simple and practically effec fathers as the monarch of the forest, .for cen
prostrated many huge trees. The range of
his barometer in all tbese changes was only

half an inch.

New I.lltbe Chuck.

Our engraving illustrates

Neckermann,

of

Alleghany tive chuck. It ena bles the machinist to cent r
?

Lawrenceville,

Co., Pa., April 8, 1 8 5 6 .

any piece of work, whether it is round or not,

The j aws of this clutch are so arranged with rapidity and conveuience.

It prevents

We bring these facts before our reailers for that they may all b e moved in and out from the employment of all or only a portion of the

the purpose of warning all those who intend
to purchase barometeri to be careful, and to

purchase only from reliable parties. Every
instrument should be tested thoroughly by its

makers before it is sold, as scarcely two are
exactly alike in their operations. If the bore
of the tube is rough, it causes friction, and the
mercury adheres to its sides, and does not in
dicate the correct pressure of the atmosphere j
and this may be the reason why our corres

pondent's instrument fails to operate properly.
The mercury of some instruments may also be

much adulterated, and thus contain another
source of error j but it is not possible to de

Inopector'. Report of the Explosion on the
Empire State.

Increase C. Hill and Andrew Burnham, Lo
cal Inspectors of steam vessels for the District

of Boston and Charlestown, have reported on
the causes of the explosion on board the Em 

different applications mentioned only require

the movement of a single set Icrew, upon the
ontside.

Nothing can be more simple ll.nd

convenient.

and out from the center of the face of the
&uck.

to

C are screws, which

the j aws, B ; the screws

cident. The cause of it they attribute to the
steam chimney getting red hot-something
which engineers have hitherto held to be im

possible-while the engine WIloS working, and
for ignorance of which the engineers were not
blameable.

----..
.- -<fIIlIIIIJD.--........---Blister Flies In Texas.

By Starrett &; Weir,

Lowell, Mass.-This

shell ; the head, which is very small, is of a

in whi�h gas is economically and convenient

regularly early in July or end of June, and
lasts till August-sometimes only two or three

ia a small portable apparatus, for family use, red c ol or, with two black points.
ly employed for fuel.

In our engraving, a

portion of the sides are taken away, in order
to exhibit the construction.

give motion
pass through

nuts in the inner ends of the j aws.

duced in the country, which is much cheaper

ion, D, which gears with the cogged ring, E .

ides imported from foreign countries.

A. D. P. BANDELIER.

all of the screw. C, will be turned when one

Higbland, Madison C o . , Tenn., 1856.

of them is moved, and thus all of the j aws

"4

But when the

According to a

each j aw can be separately moved by turning

The principal feature o f novelty consists in

lUoon.

newspaper,

Rev.

the mouth of a volcano of Copernicus is dis
tinctly represented.- [Exchange.

It is done as fol

lows :-Behind ring E is a washer, F, which

[Photographs of

F, is

The report says : " We believe the smoke furnished with cam or wedge-shaped proj ec
pipes were beated to redness by the heat which tions, G . There are similarly shaped proj ec
escaped from the steam chimneys ."
tions, H, on the interior of the shell A. When
With this opinion of the Inspectors we can the washer is turned so as to bring the proj ec

Milan

of the moon, and among them one in which

E, and pin

This washer,

..

oC the

Father Secchi, Director of the Observatory at
Rome, has succeeded in taking photographs

its respective screw, C .

moves independent of E.

...

Phot<>!!ralJh

ring and pinions are thrown out of gear, th�n

ions, D, in and out of gear.

weeks. The only remedy I can counsel,
against this depredatory insect, is to catch
thelll , where they come in large troop�, and
sell them to the druggists, who will soon find

and will do the same service as the Canthar

When the pinions, D , and ring, E , are i n gear,

the method of throwing the ring,

It comes

it to their advantage to use an article pro

Upon

each of the screws, C , there is a cogged pin

pire State-already noticed in our columns. will be simultaneously moved.
They exculpate the engineers, Woolson Brock
way, and Alfred S . B eebe, in causing the ac

This brave old oak will wave in the

gale no more.

the center simultaneously, or singly, as de - j aws, as desired.
MESSRS EDITORS-In a recent number of the
If necessary, j aws of differ
sired j they may also be set at different disent forP.l, externally, to suit special cases, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN there is an account res
tances from the center, and then moved simulmay be used without interfering with the in pecting the damages committed by insects on
taneously or separately. There are many
side parts. The j aws may be taken out for the potato crop of Wilson Co., Tenn . The
chucks capable of being applied in the same
repair with ease. Chucks of this kind cost same insects have been observed in our coun
manner, but when a change is reqnired, they
no more in their manufacture than the univer try for several years ; it is a kind of Lytta, and
generally have to be unscrewed and taken
sal chucks commonly employed. For further results from experiments made by druggists
apart, thus involving a l o s s of time and labor.
here prove it can as well be used for blisters
information address the inventor as above.
But this is not the case with the present im. ___ --...-.
..
._--as Lytta Vesicatoria ; it is of a light brown
provement. The arrangement is luch that the
ImllrOved GIlS Stove.
color, with two yellow stripes on each wing

A is the hollow shell which forms a case
tect these defects in examining an instrument
when about to purchase one ; hence the neces for the part.. B are the j aws moving in
sity of being careful in purchasing such in
struments of reliable manufacturers.

turies.

the

moon, showing the

same volcano, were taken by Mr. Whipple, of
Boston, four years ago, and sent to this office.
.. -. .
SavinI!

The Amsterdam

Fuel.

(N. Y.)

E, will be pushed forward into gear

Recorder states that
of two round bands of Joh]! C ase and Isaac Soule, of that place have
sheet metal, A and B , placed one within the invented a. furnace which consumes all the

D. The movement of the washer, F , j ust de
j they have adopted scribed, is effected from the outside of the
views respecting the cause of the explosion chuck by means of the screw, I, which passes
which will not be sustained, we believe, by through III slot in the shell, A., into the washer,
respectable engineers in general.
F, I!.S aeen . Screw I also serves to hold the

T he chimney of a vitriol factory, in Pro vi
dence, R. I., now building, i s to be 2 14 feet
the gauze, F, where combustion ensues. Disk high, 20 feet in diameter at the base, and 10 at
E is perforated in its center, sll.id perforation the top, with the expectation of carrying off
being partly coverlld by another disk, G. A all poisonous fumes .

not agree.

We do not believe that the ex

plosion was cansed in the manner set forth by

them.

Evidence was furnished that the boiler

tions , G H, opposite each other, as in the cut,
the ring,

The stove consists

But when the washer, F, is other. C is a small pipe, receiving gas from smoke and sparks of wood fuel, and that saves
good, and a boiler-maker engll.ged on moved in a contrll.ry direction, 80 that its pro any burner in the apartment by means of an a vast ll.mount of the heat which is, in gene
board, who was killed, stated to his wife be jections, G, come opposite the CBvities formed elastic tube. The gas rises from the aperture ral, allowed to escape.
"4 I ,.. . ..
fore he started, he was afrll.id t o go on the by the s p ll.Ce between projections, H, then ring at D, which is in the center of band B, and
A Tall Chimney.
trip, on account o f the dangerons state of the Jl will fall bll.Ck, out of gear with the pinioD', strikes against the deflecting disk, E, which
Wll.S not

boiler.

S uch evidence appears to have been

ignored by the Iuspectors

with pinions, D.

spreads it, and causes it to escape up between
the edges of the disk, E, and the sides o f B to
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The great and potent physical agent of mod
Before

i ts advent the means of ocean and land com

annihilated, without a substitute to fill

part by weight of the latter and 8 of the for

mere term out of which to raise a dust.

mer.

The

they understood and still understand it to be

Where did the 40 parts of the oxygen

in this wonderful awzunt come from, if the
iron absorbed the oxygen of the steam

1

The inflammable air of Cavendish was hy
drogen, not awzune-t):lis every chemist knows

a dynamic agent.
Engineers ever have believed that heat com

steam, and steam produced mechanical or dy 

presents nothing more. It ho.s become a common
practice of late for persons to give old things
new names, and forthwith claim them as new

it relates to the useful arts.

discoveries.

ment, therefore,

to

Every improve 

increase its power and

The engineering error put forth

in the new views

of

blood and other secretions of diseased parts to
the external surface of the body, by atmospher

ic pressure. The common cupping instruments
consist of a single concave disk, the edges of
which are liable to be forced into the flesh by

the pressure of the atmosphere, to the injury

j of the patient.

The present improvement con

Jacob Per

sists in the addition of two or more disks,

many experiments with high pressure steam,

ing surface of the instrument will be greatly

but although much is said of his making

increased, and the objections j ust named to

steam red hot, there is no positive evidence

tally avoided.

he was the discoverer of this gas.

considering that the heat in 9 volume of steam

portance.

after it has produced i ts mechanical effect, is

'fhe attempts to improve it may be

counted by the thousands, but except in some

lost in the common steam elJ.gine, and that it

different arrangements of its parts-the most

can be saved to produce like effects over again,

original of which, perhaps, a.re to be found in

which is opposed to science and philosophy.

the locomotive-it is the s am e now as it was
when it came from the hands o f Watt.
All men 3,re liable to make mistakes-the
ingenious, the learned, and the unlearned-but
we are of opinion that a more extensive know
ledge of the philosophy of the steam engine
would have saved hundreds from having com
mitted many grave and expensive errors in
steam engineering.
VIe regret to state that such errors do not
ce�se to be repeated.

It is but a short time

since a l ocomotive called the

Vampire was

built in this city, at an enormous expense, to
be driven principally with hot gases of the
furnace, and it suddenly roasted itself up, as
we anticipated and stated j

and yet the same

princi pIe is now being attempted to be carried

It is indeed a self-evident principle in me 

chanical philosophy, that the surplus heat in
steam not expended in moving tbe piston in a
cylinder may be made to give it out to steam

of a lower temperature by conduction in a re 
generator

moving fo�ce) expended in moving the piston,

cannot be made to produce a like effect over
again in any apparatus .

Were it otherwise,

the regenerator would be a perpetual motion
-a source of infinite dynamic p ower.

This

being the case, the most simple and the best
way of economising the heat of steam is to
allow it to exercise the fullest dynamic effect
possible in the cylinder before exhausting, as
is now done in some expansive engines.
... . _ ' ..

the John Farron.

The New York

A lofty announcement of a new discovery
in the science of steam and its application to

the steam engine has recently been made in
England by C . L. Siemens, Civil and Locomo
tive Engineer, the author of some works on
the steam engine.

His invention is called the

" Regenerative Steam Engine."

He read a

paper on the subj ect before the savans of the
Royal Institution, which has been published

in the London Engineer.

The object of his invention is to

use a

wire gauze regenerator, like those of Stirling
and Ericsson in their air engines, only he ap
plies i t to the steam engine.

He pays a back

handed compliment to air engine inventors, by
stating that they were correct in their views

in saving heat, only they stupidly employed an
inferior element to steam, its coefficient exceed
ing air in the ration of 3 to 2 .

He employs

a steam boiler to raise steam, which then en

ters the respirator at 250'

Fah., at the back

end of which is a heater to raise its tempera
ture to 7 0 0 0 Fah.

gases,

and

an

electric

spark passed

return to their former state, but water never has
been resolve d into its elementary gases (both
set free) in a red-hot iron vessel.

About one

thousandth part of a volume of steam has
been decomposed, and the oxygen and hydro
gen set free, by platina elevated to a white
heat, but never with red-hot iron. Oxygen may
be absorbed from steam by a red-hot boiler and
the hydrogen set free
plosive gas.

ExplosiOJls.

Tribune of the

1 6th inst.

contains a very long article by a correspon

dent signing himself " Piston Rod," explain
ing the caust) of steam boiler explosions. With

And when an engine is working,

and their management, we cordially agree, but
with an attempt to appear very learned, he
presumes upon the ignorance of the public
He 8ays :-

j it would pass off to the cylinders

with greater velocity than the steam.

have known several cases of boilers being red
hot without explosions taking place.

Almost all explosions are caused by over
pressure of steam, in defective and ill-managed
boilers, not by the generation of an explosive
gas, which is an old theory.
er explosions, are as numerous as the locusts
of Utah.

The awzune theory, we presume,

will not immortalize its author, excepting it
may be the appropriating to himself the dis
covery of a new (old) theory by giving it a
name.

forte keys and other articles are covered is,
naturally, of a yellow, disagreeable color. Af
ter being sawed up into thin pieces for use,

it

requires to be bleached, and this is done by
exposing the pieces to the atmosphere and sun
light for a period of about six months, the
pieces being turned over every day or two . It

is usual to place the slips of ivory on an an 

gle, and to support them at their ends upon
But however small the bearing

surfaces are on which they rest, the pieces

steam, not the water, is now decomposed-that
is, the hot iron absorbs the oxygen of the
As the steam loses its oxygen, hydro

gen, the other constituents of steam, accumu

lates until there is formed within the boiler a
" combination gas," which we will term aw

zune, composed of about 60 parts hydrogen
Awzune being exposed

to contact with the h ot iron, instantly ex
It inflames spontaneously at 3000,

and therefore contact with hot iron is not es
sential to an explosion.

It is the most pow

erful and irresistible agent now known.

It is

points.
The present invention consists in providing
the bleaching frame with

grooved strips of

glass, arranged to receive the ends or sides of
the pieces of ivory to be bleached, in such a

manner as to admit of the frame being turned

completely over with the pieces in it, thus ob
viating the necessity of turning the pieces one
by one, and having every part of the ivory ex
posed to the light, whichever side of the frame
is upwards .

The frame containing the ivory is intended

to be a-rranged under a skylight, in substan
tially the same manner as other ivory bleach
ing frames.

No other material besides glass

would admit of the ivory being received in

.. . .. . ..

grooves.

Recent American P o l ent ••

The parts which are exposed with

Sp ring.-By John Brough

in the grooves of the glass are as much ex

rangement of parts, whereby a cheap, effec

is another advantage in glass, viz., that if any

Improved Door

ton,

Chicago, Ill.-Consists of a novel ar

fire sur
but entirely concealed from view.
face, the part exposed becomes red hot j the

and 40 parts oxygen.

We

tive and durable spring is applie.d to the door,

" When the water falls below the

plodes.

&; Co.) of

Meriden, C onn.-The ivory with which piano

j but it is not an ex wooden pins.

the above extract-it could not accumulate in

the boiler

some of his opinions relating to bad boilers,

steam.

Ivory Bleaching .I1pparatu s .-By A. C. Breck

enridge, (assigned to Julius Pratt

Machine for

Randel,

Separating

Bristles.-By

A.

of New York City.-The bri stles
of which paint and other brushes are made re
quire to be separated, so that their heads,
which are larger than their points, will all be
laid together.

This work is generally done
by hand, and is a very slow operation.
This improvement consists of a flat board
or bed plate on which the bristles are placed.
i hey are then rubbed back and forth by a vi

brating rubber, which causes the pile to sepa
rate into two portions, one of which pass
es off at one end of the board with its heads

posed to the light as any other portions. There
water condensed from the atmosphere upon
the skylight drops upon the frame, no stain is

produced upon the ivory.
Improved

Vise.-By R. W.

Thickens, of

Bras her Iron Works, St. Lawrence C o., N. Y.

-C onsists, first, in a peculiar means of sus 

taining the movable jaw in a vertical position,

so that it may be moved back and forth, par
allel with the stationary j aw .

Second, in the

employment of a nut composed of two parts,

so arranged and operated that the nut may be

connected and disconnected from the screw of

the vise at will.

This enables the operator to

push the j aws together against any article, and
then secure it with the screw in much less time

j it then enters the working the ' inflammable air ' of Cavendish, ..nd the all laid in the same direction, the other portion than can be done by the common vise.

cylinder, is expanded, and exhausts through

the respirator, giving out its heat to the wire
gauze in the same manner as the Ericsson Hot
Air Engine.

tary

The theories put forth to explain steam boil

'12he Awzune.-Ex).lana1ion of Steam BoUer

Surely, nothing but failure

When water is decomposed into its elemen

j but the heat (considering it the even if hydrogen were set free-according to
are apt to present discolorations at those

o ut in this city, on a small steamboat called
l un result from this engineering error.

that he ever did so.

Siemens consists in through them, they explode with violence and

economise its working must be of great im

This Steam Regenerator Engine

has the advantage over hot air, inasmuch as
it has a more compact agent, (water,) as 1 is
to 815, to operate with to generate the expan
sive working medium-steam.

Yet i t appears to us that C. L. Siemens la

bors under a delusive idea respecting his Re
He may obtain economic results

from superheating his steam, but not by throt
tling his exhaust, causing great back pressure,
to save his heat, excepting so much as will
heat his feed water, and this advantage is ob

tained in the heaters of common high pressure
engines. He lays down the theory and calls it
new, namely, that heat is dynamic j that it con

sists of motion in the particles of matter, and

that it may all b e saved in a steam engine.
Those parts of his engine exposed to a tem 
perature so high as 6000 Fah. will soon be de
stroyed, make them as thick and as strong as
he can

cupping instruments employed to force the

a ridiculous

new <1ynamic theory of heat is nothing but a

to a state of comparative barbarism, so far as

generator.

N Y.-This invention relates to that class of

What

j but the umes of hydrogen and one of oxygen, or 1

Were this mighty and docile agent of namic effects, and the pretended new theory

its place, the civilized world would recede in

, red-hot ' steam of Perkins.

It can, at 3 0 0 ' ,

be confined in no conceivable metallic struc
ture.

This then is the agent in boiler explo

sions, and the only safety from this terrific
power is

boiler.

to keep a sufficiency of water in the

It cannot be produced in a boiler un

less a part of the boiler is red hot j and its

passing off at the opposite end, its heads laid
in a contrary direction. Feed rollers convey
the bristles from each end of the machine to a
suitable receptacle.
Concentrating

Sweet

Milk. - A

patent

granted to Gail Borden, Jr., of Brooklyn, N.

Y., for concentrating sweet milk in vacuo,

formation can in no way be prevented when

embraces the discovery made by him, that to

produced, no possible strength of boiler can

long keeping and solution in water, it must be

a part of the

boiler is red hot

resist an explosion."

kept out of contact with the atmosphere dur

" Piston Rod " coins the word awzune to

ing concentration, to prevent incipient decom

gas-single or compound-in existence. There

requires no antiseptic, like other concentrated

astonish the groundlings.

generator-it is our opinion he would obtain

more economic results than by its use.

He

represents the old steam engineers as believing

that steam was a kind of chemical compound
of heat and wa�er, and that this idea retarded
improvements in the steam engine.

He insists

that the new dynamic theory of heat will pave

Improved Harvester.-By W . Tinker, of Kel

loggsville, Ohio.-C onsists in a means of driv
ing the sickle by cam surfaces, and

also in a

peculiar construction of the sickle, which pre
vents

grass.

it

Knife

from clogging up by the falling
Cleaner.-By W.

W.

Hopkins,

of

Chesterfield Factory, N. H.-C onsists in the
j and when render concentrated s weet milk capable of

There is no such

is a condition of air called ozone, effected by

paSsing electric sparks through it, but while it

possesses great bleaching properties, it is not
explosive, and it derives its name from its

position.
milks

Milk concentrated by his process

j it is perfectly soluble in water, and it

has been tested with

great satisfaction in

voyages across the Atlantic.

Pure sweet milk

can be concentrated in the rural ilistricts, and

o dor.

sent to cities in tin canisters for sale and use.

hot iron absorbs the oxygen of the steam, and

enabling masters of vessels to use sweet milk

It is stated in the extract above, that " the

as the steam loses its oxygen, hydrogen, the

It is certainly a useful and valuable invention,
on the longest voyages, and furnishing the

employment of a reciprocating elastic rubber

and an elastic bolster, so arranged that when
the knife is placed between the bolster and
rubbers, and the latter moved, every portion
of the knife blade will be thoroughly scoured.
Improved

Paddle

Wheel.-By

Abraham

Houseworth, of New York C ity.-C onsists in
having the floats or buckets pivoted to the
arms of the wheel in pairs, so that they may
open and close, similar to a fan.

The floats

are made to spread as they enter the water,
and close as they pass out.

All lifting of the

water is thus avoided, and an important sav

other constituent of water, accumulates until dwellers in cities with pure sweet milk, not

ing of power alleged to be effected.

tion gas, which we term awzune, composed of milk. Numerous experiments during the past
three years were made by Mr. B. before his pro
60 parts hydrogen and 40 parts oxygen."

By H . W. Adams, of New York City.-The

j and were he to work his superheated there is formed within the boiler a combina liable to become sour-as is the case with city

steam more expansively-discarding the Re 

"' . i ,

We really wish him success

contradiction.

Water and steam are composed of two vol

awzune.

j of manufacturing and producing bined with water (no matter how) produced kins was a very ingenious man, and tried placed one within the other, so that the bear

the useful and ornamental, were sluggish and
man

present.

plied to the engine, a chemical compound

e rn civilization is the Steam Engine.

rude.

steam engine to one-fourth of what it is at

old engineers never considered steam, as ap

Errors In En/ilneering.

munication

the way for reducing the cost of working the

Now, if the iron absorbs the oxygen of the
steam,

how

formed 1

could

a csmbination

gas

be

It is first stated that the oxygen

was taken up by the hot iron j then lo ! in

the next sentence, 40 parts of oxygen appear

cess was perfected

Improved Mold for Glass Fountain Lamps.

lamp for which this mold is intended has an

j in these he was eminently upright circular reservoir, or, as it is termed,

assisted by advice and the use of apparatus by

" fountain," and an upright circular cup on

Mr. John H. Currie, Pharmaceutest and Chem

one side to receive the burners.

ist, at his laboratory in this city.

and cup are connected by a horizontal pas

Improved Surgical Instrument.-By

S. Mc

combined with the hydrogen in the form of Lean, M.D., Reynale's Basin, Niagara
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Co.

sage.

The reservoir

The casting of such a lamp in glass has

been considered by glass manufacturers

to be

� ttentifit

�meritan+

an operation of very great difficulty, if not o f yellow, if applied in the same manner as the
impossibility.

The present improved mold

renders the operation of making such lamps
pe rfectly simple and easy.

Drawings would

bl! required to explain the parts.

Resinious pine wood cannot be colored by

Improved Saw Mill .-By R. Eickmeyer, of

of an expanding pulley constructed and ar
ranged so that the speed of the carriage may
Also in connecting

the crank shaft which drives the saw with the
shaft which drives the carriage, in such a
manner that a variable speed is given the car
riage to suit a variable speed in the saw. The
saw moves quicker in its ascent than in its
descent. The improvement is applicable either
to vertical or inclined saws .
Improved Primer for l'ire .arms-By Lieut.

J. N. Ward, U.S.A.-In this invention the

percussion hammer is made hollow, and the
priming paper rolled up and placed within.
Whenever the hammer is cocked the paper is

coloring matter.

Oak and hickory, and other

woods, cannot be dyed bright colors ;

but,

owing to the tannin they contain, are capable
of being colored black with facility.

Un

resinous woods are the most favorable for re
ceiving artificial colors.
Fire

F, instead of being

a lamp support" is used to prevent sheet music
from being thrown from the rltck in turning
the leaf, the end wire being passed down from
the top along the middle of the sheet.

kaolin clay and fine white sand, in equal parts,
kneaded with water, molded, dried like com
mon brick, and then fired at a high heat in the
same manner. Bricks made of these materials

Notes on

Patented Inventlon•. -No.

1 9.

[Concluded,]

1844, a patent

was granted to Charles F. Spicker, of New
York C ity, for a method of coloring and har
dening wood " by diffusing tannin and tannic
acid, together with vegetable colors, through
out the whole structure of the wood, and in

whose base has an affinity for tannin."

The

application of this method to coloring manil
la grass and other articles for cordage was
also claimed.
A knowledge of coloring wood will, no
doubt, be very useful to mallY perwns.

In

the above described process there is nothing
new to those acquainted with the art, except
ing the use of caustic potassa, and this is not

manufactured with

Floor- Scrubbing Machine .-Am ong the nu
merous machines patented to abridge domes 
tic labor, such as washing machines, self-rock

few hours in a strong solution of logwood,

to their improvement, and yet how limited in
It shows one of two things, that

improvements in such useful labor-saving ma
chines have not been of the right sort, or that

improved, and this is the practice with many
persons who color wood.

By using some

chloride of tin, or alum, instead of the sul
phate of iron, a purple color will be pro
duced.
If wood is boiled in a strong solution of
sumac and alum for two hours, then in a
strong liquor of hypernic (or other common
red wood for coloring fugitive red on cotton)

the advancement of science, but had finally
decided that it was best to direct the atten
tion ot members to the subj ect.

It was a part

world was framed by intellect, according to
fundamental ideas which are the same as those
of our own minds.

Now this is the proper,

Eight determinations

with this renewed care showed that a cubic
meter contains from four to eleven-tenths of
a mille gramme of ammonia.
[A meter is 39·37023 English inches i n
length.

A millegramme is only ·0154 of a

grain.

French measures are now employed

by men of science.]
Dr. Hare then remarked upon the value of
ammonia, and said that he who could devise
a means of converting the nitrogen of the air
into ammonia would do more than he who
should discover the philosopher's stone.

He

expressed the hope that the new process of

legitimate work of science.

mind will lead to a knowledge of the world.
one of the fundamental ideas of creation by
Pythagoras.

As Hay has shown, it was by a

numerical combination of circles that Pytha
goras made a human figure that no artist has
equalled.

And the same arrangement, by al

tering the numerical proportion, will change

farmers .

of men, and even of animals.

He gave an account of his attempt

to induce the Corporation of New York t o
use his processes for converting the night soil
of the city in to manure.
Prof. Horsford, in reply to inquiries, said
t:hat he no longer thought there was any con
nection between the direction of the wind and
the amount of ammonia in the air.
.. . .. ..
and Health.

from an Apollo to a Venus, or to lower types

Pavements

These investi

Every city should endeavor to have its streets
In well paved, because health and pavements
like manner Greek architecture, vastly more have an intimate relatiouship. In the city of
gations of Pythagoras will be revived.

beautiful than its imitations, was
purely on numerical proportions.

founded Rome the utmost watchfulness is exercised

Pythagoras

was mistaken only in supposing that number
is the sole foundation of the universe.

There

are other prime ideas , such as those of Space
and Time, also t o be considered.

He believed

respecting the pavement of the streets, be
cause it has been found that maliarian fever
is sure to visit every unpaved locality in it.
In the city of Liverpool, England, narrow and

Metereology.-Prof. Smallwood, of Canada, than the majority of rural villages. Stagnant
read a paper, upon the peculiar appearance of pools of water are the well known sources of
the atmosphere at Montreal, on the 23d day of miasma ; paved streets carry off the surface
May, 1850.

An immense fire in the woods,

about 250 miles from Montreal, at Pembroke,
had sent up a cloud of aBhes and burned

the ladies do not appreClate them-that they
are not reformers in useful improvements.

leaves, which passed over Bytown, and af

With this article these " Notes on Patented

tire sky with the exception of a strip in the

deal could have been said intelligently without
engravings, therefore the subj ects chosen were
mostly chemical in their nature, and were
treated in a discursive and suggestive manner,
to throw as much light on them as possible.
We infer, from letters received by us, that they
have

attracted considerable

attention, and

have been read by many with interest.
..

-

i!l!American A"",,ciation

..

This Association i s now holding lts tenth
Annual Meeting, in Albany, N. Y. ; it com

I., last year, called the Association to order at
10 1 -2 o'clock, A. M . , and Dr. Sprague opened
the proceedings with prayers.

Judge Parker,

of Albany, in behalf of the local committee,
then delivered a short address, welcoming the
Association, for the second time in five years,
to that city.
None of the eminent men of science from
Europe, as was once expected, have been able
to attend.

terward hung over Montreal, covering the en
horizon, cutting off the yellow rays of light,
but not diminishing either the heat or actin
ism.
He added an account of a thunderstorm
which follewed this appearance of the cloud
of ashes at an interval of about twelve hours ;
and also said he had discovered an invariable
connection between the electric state of the
air and the form of snow

crystals, the crys

tais being more elaborate when the air was
negative.

This fact might possibly lead to

something useful in electro-metallurgy.

for the Advancement

menced on Wednesday the 20th inst. The
lution of the sulphate of iron, will be colored President, James Hall, of Albany, who was
black. By adding some sumac or oak bark elected at the meeting held in Providence, R.
to the logwood liquor, the color is slightly

such a subj ect before the Association, not
knowing whether it legitimately belonged to

quantitative analysis.

unpaved streets in which the typhus fever used
come into use, although several have been that by the combinations of the simple prima
to rage the year round, were rendered healthy
patented. One reason for this is, no doubt, ry ideas of number, and of the consciousness
by paving-the fever disappearing with the
owing to the complex motions required for of power, we should be led to laws similar to
entrance of the paving stones.
the operation, thereby involving intricate ma o r identical with the laws of both organic and
We are confident that any city having clean,
chinery.
inorganic chemistry, and also to those of al well-paved streets and a plentiful supply of
Washing Machines.-No less than 270 pat ternate generation in zoology.
good water, is j ust as healtby, if not more so,

of Sclence.-No. 1 .

then steeped for an hour in a weak warm so

introduce

The law of numbers was first perceived to be

necessary.
Wood steeped for some days, or boiled for a

whether to

try such bricks may be
profit.

Inventions " are concluded. With much that
corporating the same therewith, by the aid of is curious a great deal of the useful has been
caustic potassa, or s oda, and in varying the presented. Of patented machines not a great
color afterwards by the use of metallic salts,

had hesitated

Since the world producing aluminum and sodium would lead
was mape by a Mind, according to the laws of to a mode of making cyanide of sodium which
mind, the pursuit of the knowledge of the would readily yield ammonia for the use of

practice.

Coloring Wood.-In June,

He

curacy ; the exceeding delicacy of the meas

urements requiring more care than is usual in

were tested in furnaces, and stood the heat
'
remarkably well. In many parts of our coun

ents have been issued for such machines, thus
showing that great attention has been devoted

-----.. - � - �--.

of Cambridge,

was granted a patent for making fire brick in from an a priori point of view. The investi
September, 1 837.
They were composed of gation of this question leads us to see that the

Improved Music Rack.-By Thomas Ward,
of B irmingham, Huntington C o . , Pa.-See cn ing cradles, knife scourers, apple parers, &c.,
graving of this improvement on page 344 of some of which are excellent,
and are
our present volume, July 5, 1850. The inven in use, no machine for scrubbing floors has

third as high as shown.

by Prof. Pierce,

Mass . , the above subj ect, which he terms " Po

of a great field which he called Potential

Not many years ago all our fire bricks were
imported from abroad, but now excellent fire
and exploded on the nipple by the descent of
bricks are made at Perth Amboy, N. J. ; they
the hammer. We have carefully examined
are made from fire-clay, which is found in thc
the improvement as applied to a U S. musket
neighborhood. There is, no doubt, plenty of
and regard it as one of a very practical char
such clay in many parts of our country ; it
acter. It is certain in its operation, and the
only requires to be mixed with about one half
mechanism is simple. The improvement can
its bulk of sand, molded, dried, and burned at
be applied to all guns in use at a very small
a high heat.
cost, without any alteration in the lock

tor desires us to say that the tongues , G,
should be quite short ; not more than one

Numbers and Form.-The first paper cess ary in order to secure a more perfect ac

Bricks .-C . W. Fenton, ef Vermont, Physics-namely, the examination of power

fed out for a little distance and then cut off

part, the only change being in the form of the
hammer.

Mind,

read was

any of the processes described, it must be de tential Arithmetic."

prived of its resin before it will imbibe the

Yonkers, N. Y.-C onsists in the employment

be regulated as desired.

dilute nitric acid.

'thirty-five passages. both ways,

He then passed to a description of a new
anemometer, a modification of previous exist·
ing instruments, which records by a steel point

water that would otherwise become stagnant

in numerous nooks and hollows.
Many villages once afflicted with fever and
ague have become free from it after their streets
were graded and paved.

We recommend this

subj ect to the attention of all cities and villa
ges troubled with malarian fevers ; they will
find it to be of vast importance to look well to
the condition of their streets.
Tdal

" .. . ..
of ReaI:ing Machines in France.

At the recent Agricultural Congress held in
Paris, it was announced that several prizes
would be awarded to exhibitors of superior
Reaping Machines.

The trials for these prizes

took place on the 2d inst. at Courcelles, in a
large field of oats, divided into lots of twenty
acres to each machine.
Seven machines were put upon trial, viz.,
two of McO ormick's

(one by M. Bell a, of

Grignon, and one by M . Laurent, of Paris) ;

H ussey's, by M. W. Dray ; Manny's, by M .
on paper the velocity of wind in miles per Roberts ; t w o of M . Mazier, (Orne) ; and a sin
hour, and the times at which the velocity gle-horse machine, by M. Simon, of Paris.
'
changes, also the direction. It registers storms
Of all these, three only accomplished their
of 70 or 80 miles an hour, and gentle breezes tasks-those of M. Dray, and M.M. Bella and
of half a mile, and has been in use for twelve

years without the need of repair.

Laurent.

The others either stopped of them

selves or were stopped in consequence of their

Prof. Henry, paying a warm tribute to Prof.
Smallwood's industry, accuracy and zeal, add
ed t!:tat he had known an instance ' last winter

defects.
The chief interest of the trial became con
centrated upon McC ormick's machineil by the

of ashes and leaves being carried a thousand French makers, and Hussey's, by M. Dray ; and
miles in the Mississippi Valley before falling it was to these that the prizes were awarded
to the earth.

The first prize was not adjudged to any one,
Dr. Hare made some remarks on electric none of the machines exemplifyin g that degree

forces and the importance of paying more at of excellence for which alone, if attained, it
were secured for them across the Atlantic, but
Two second prizes, ,of 400
A little metallic salts added, such as salts of the committee, it seems, were unable to com tention t o the meteorological effects of electri was desigued.
tin, for about five minutes, after boiling in plete the arrangements before the month of city, and wished that some experiments might francs and a silver medal each, were awarded
the hypernic, will highten the color ; a small June last, and the European Slwans could not be made to determine the agency of conductive to M. Bella and Laurent, and a third, of 300
francs and a bronze medal, to M . Dray. The
quantity of sulphate of iron will make it a make arrangements to be present on such a electricity in producing rain from fog.
reason that the fourth prize, and not the third
deep crimson.
.ammonia in the .atmosphere.-By Prof. Hors
short notice,-all of them, however, grateful
If wood is boiled for about an hour in a ly responded to the invitations. The Ameri ford, of C ambridge, Mass.-He stated that He or second, was given to M. Dray was, that a
strong liquor of quercition bark containing a can Dons of Science, however, are present in had read a paper upon the subj ect before the greater number of laborers were empl oyed in
little alum or chloride of tin, it will be colored strong array. Agassiz, Henry, Pierce, Hors New Haven meeting, and was now about to connection with his machine than with either
s.
of the other;..
yellow .
......
:: __..
_
ford, Hare, Leidy, Hogers, Mitchell, Hitchcock, confess the errors of that paper, and to show
_
_
.

for one hour, it will be colored a deep red.

A common method of coloring white wood

an amber color is to rub over its surface
with a sponge dipped in diluted nitric acid,
then hold the wood

over

a

clear

fire for

..
.._

Wells, &c. &c., and a delegatlOn from Canada,

how he had been led into them, namely, by

consisting of Prof. Smallwood, Sir Wm. Lo

using asbestos as an absorbent, which had not

gan, and others.

previously been freed from ammonia.

We shall give condensed re

On a

ports of the most useful and interesting papers

re examination of the problem and repetition

read without reference to their order, as that
with sulphuric acid will also color white wood is of no importance.

new precautions and modifications were ne-

about two minutes.

Beer made slightly sour

of the experiments, it was found that many
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Bronze

_

Powde

This is made of brass composed of 60 parts
It is reduced into

copper and 40 of zinc.

powder and tinged various shades, by exp osing
it to different degrees of heat in an o pen pan
o ver a fire.

� titntifit
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"w",--n:-;;r Md.-It is our opinion that a patent cannot be
obtained for your process ofsilverizing glass. The meth
od of applying silver leaf to glass through the ag-ency of
gum. size, and a varnish. is well known. Silver leaf is
oftentimes applied to glass by sizing, and a back
ing of varnish put on to prevent moisture acting on it.
also to prevent it from being easily rubbed off. The sam
ples which you have sent are very i"ood. The comm(m
way of silvering glass reflectors-concave and convex-is
by the agency of mercury. on which it is made to adhere
to the glass by excluding all the air. This prace'!s is un
healthy. but it is very perfect for the purpose. The coat.
ing on the back of the silver leaf with paint instead of
varnish would not be considered a patentable feature.
J. "\V. H of Barkersville.-It appears to us that your
mandrel for turnillg out tapering pieces, contains some
novelty. although you cannot expect to cover broad
ground in the claim. We do not know of any one who
would be likely to become interested in it. Cannot you
find some one in your own neighborhood who would lend
you some assistance in bringing it out. This we suggest as
the best course for you' to pursue.
N. I:' of Argusville.-Saladee's Coachmakers Maga
zine is published at Columbus. Ohio.
S. W., of N. Y.-We cannot inform you as to the frog
market. You can find out when you come to the city.
P. S of Va.-Placing a grinding stone on horizontal
axis, and combining it with a concave stone below, so as
to grind the grain when introduced between the two
stones, is not new patentable.
C. A of Me.-Your title of Professor of Perpetual Mo·
tions will be truly earned whenever you get one of your
self-motors in operation. The correspondent you name
had a contrivance for making water lift HseIt: He said it
was sure to work. and wouldn't take "no" from anybody ;
so we told him to proceed. We say th� same to you.
Within the last few months we have illustrated one or
two perpetual motions by engraving. 'Vhat a glorious
time it will be when perpetual motions come into general
use. Steamboats will run without smoke or fuel. The
power of the wind. which now drives our ships, will be
all wasted. Locomotives will disappear, for the cars will
go of themselves. Horses will change from useful to
worthless beasts. The lock-makers will do a thriving
business. for since all cars and wagons will have power
to draw themselves, it will be necessary to lock them up
securely when not in use, both day and night, else they
might trot off' to parts unknown. Our accounts are
square.
C. C ., ofPa.-We cannot continue your name as a Bub
scriber on the new volume unless you remit the amount
of subscription. Thi!l is our invariable custom. and we
cannot deviate from it in any case. If you wish to make
sure of getting a complete volume you should remit the
subscription without delay. Many subscribers on the
last volume delayed renewing their subscriptions for
few weeks, and were unable, in consequence, to get all
the back numbers.
E. F. L., ofVa,-Your device for a railroad brake is
not new or patentable. Brakes on substantially the same
plan have long been known. The brakes now in com·
mon use are sufficiently powerful to arrest the wheels
and cause them to slide upon the track. There is no
trouble in putting power enough on the wheels. What is
wanted is somlil device under the control of the engineer ..
that shall stop any train moving at the rate of 30 miles
an hour, within a space of 75 or 100 feet. Blocking the
wheels of the cars will not do this. Your previous letter
has been destroyed.
T. F. W of Leeds, Eng._Mr. Avery has ord-ered
renewal of your subscription to the SCI. AM., and the pa
per will be regularly mailed to your address. We do
not know what H. & Co. propose to do in reference to
their English patent. It is quite certain, however, that
your proposed improvement is not new. The same de
vice is well known here, and a valid patent could not be
procured for it.
J. S of Ill.-The railroad which you propo:!e to build
on an elevated track with a central rail, and having the
cars suspended on each side, to run trains at the rate of'
150 miles per hour is the same as that of Robert Mills. il·
lustl'ated on page 363. Vol. 8. SCI. AM.
F. C. N ., of N. Y.-You cannot make glass without
very high degree of heat in the furnace.
O. W. C of Phila.-Hog's bristles are composed most·
1y of gelatine, combined with a little iron, sulphate of
of Ume, some common salt, silica, and manganese. We
have no recent analysi.� of bristles or hair. Most chern
ist.':! are of the opinion that a correct analysis has not yet
been made.
R. S., of C . W.-We are unable to give the information.
you require in regard to sawing machinery ·without sub
jecting ourselves to a considerable outlay of time . You
had better write to H. Wells & Co Florence, Mass,
C. T. Savage of Albany, N. Y., manufactures a very
convenien t apparatus for heating water for baths. Some
of our correspondents have enquired for such an article.
Moneyreceived at the SCIENTII'IC AMERICAN Office
on account of Patent Office business fOl the week endiflg
Saturday, Aug. 23, 1856 ,. 0 . , of N. Y., $55 ; W. F . F., of IiI .. $30 ; R. B., ofN
Y., $2.') ; S. S. H., of 0 . , ${O ; S . B. P., of N. Y., $25 ; G.
K., of N. H .. $25 ; C. O . & Co .. of M. T., $25 ; D . L. of
Ma" .. $25 S. T., of O., $30 ; J, P., of N. Y., $30 ; L. A.
0., of Pa .. $30 ; W. W. L., of Miss., $50 ; E. B. McC., of
Iowa, $25 ; J M R., of N. Y., $90 ; H. R. It., of N. Y.,
$2.'; ; P. T., of N. Y., $25 , A. E . & W. H. C ., of N. Y ..
$10 ; H. R. 1I., of N. Y., $20 ; N. & B., of N. Y .. $30 ; L.
B. F of N. Y .. $lO ; A. B., of N. Y .. $30 ; G. & H., of N.
Y., $25 ; W. D. M .. of La., $25 ; W. N. M., of R. 1., $30 ;
W. B . & D. S. B .. of Conn., $80 ; D. D. of N. Y . . $250 ;
J. M., of Pa $25 ; W S .. of R. I., $25 ; W. B., of Md.,
$12 ; E. G ofInd .. $25 ; A. R., of Ill . , $25 ; S . I .. ofL. I . .
$30 ; J. A. It., of Mass., $25 ; J. V. J., of Mich., $10 ; B
W . , of Mich., $25 ; J. P ., of N. Y., $5 ; W. G. R . , of Mass.
$12 ; D. G., of Ill $25 ; W. G. B .. of Ala .. $23 ; A. 0., of
N. Y., $30 ; G. D .. of N. Y., $30 ; W. S of Iowa, $30 ; S .
W. R .. of Mass .. $30 ; B. B of N. Y., $250 ; J. S .. of 0 . .
$30 ; R. W . , of Conn., $55.
Specifications and drawings belonging to partiel'l with
the following initials have been fOl'warded to the Patent
Office during the week ending S aturday, August 23:G. K., ofN. H. ; R. B .. of N. Y. , C. O. & Co of M.
T . ; S. B. P .. of N. Y. ; D. L ., of Mass. ; W. D. M .. of
La. ; H. R . R� ofN . Y ; I. F. B., of Ga. ; P. T., of N.
Y . ; A. B .. ofN. Y. ; H. & G.. of N. Y. ; E. G., of Ind. ;
A. R., of Ill. , J. M . . c.f Pa. ; W. B .. ofInd. ; B. W., of
ich. ; W. G. R .. of Mass. ; W. S ., ofR. I. ; J. P of N .
. ; R. W of Conn.
.•

Important Item• •
Nxw EDITION 01' THE PATli:NT LAws.-We have de
layed for some months the issue of another edition of
the present Patent Laws in the expectation that
Oongress would most ' certainly at this Session. make
some simple amendments to them-such as are earnest·
ly sought for by inventors and patentees. As there is
now little hope that any such change8 will be made du
ring the session, we have issued a complete edition of
the laws. including the regulations of the Patent Office
-copies of which can be had for 12 1-2 cents each. If
any of our readers, who have ordered the laws and re
gulations, and have not received them, they will be
promptly supplied upon renewing their requests by
letter.
MODELs-We shall esteem it a great fa.vor if inventors
will always attach their na.mes to Buch models as they
send us. It will save us much trouble, and prevent the
liability of their being mislaid.
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Terms of Advertloing.
.
.
lines,fol' each insertion.
.'

-

.

.
-

-

-

-

-

.

-

.

-

•

$1
$2
$3

$4

Advertisements exceeding 16 lines cannot be admitted
neither can engravings be inserted in the advertising col·
umns at any price,
[7'"' All advertisements must be paid for before insert
ing.
IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.

UNDERSIGNl�D having had TEN years'
T HE
practical experience in soliciting P A'r ENTS in this
and foreign countries. beg to give notice that they con
tinue to oifer their services to all who may desire to se·
cure Patent., at home or abroad.
Over three thousand Letters Patent have been issued,
whose papers were prepared at thioil Office, a.nd on an
averagejifteen. or one-third of all the Patents issued each
week, are on cases which are prepared at our Agency.
An able corps of Engineers. Examiners, Draughtsmen,
and Specification writers are in constant employment,
n
r a
b to
r
:h����st ��t��!� :hil� lhe ei;:ii� :ce �F�\��� ;r��tI:e�
and facilities which few others possess. we are aale to
give the most correct counsels to inventors in regard to
the patentability of invention. placed before us for ex·
amination.
Private consultations respecting the patentability of in
ventions are held free of charge, with inventors, at our
office. trom 9 A. M., until 4 P. M. Parties residing at a
distance are informed that it is generally unnecessary for
them to incur the expense of attending in person, as all
the steps necessary to secure a patent can be arranged by
letter. A rough sketch and description of the improve
ment should be first forwarded. which we will examine
and give an opinion as to pa.tentability, withoutycharge.
s
n
r
f
de
�� c����; b� ����:s:: inWt�s ����e� t°t§e� ��� i:
more accessible than any other city in our country.
Circulars of information will be sent free of postage to
any one wishing to learn the preliminary steps towards
m
i!�ldifto�i��ha;�d�antages which the long experience
and great success of our firm in obtaining patents present
pat.
to inventor�, they are informed that all inventionse prop
ented thr-ough our establishment, are noticed, at th
er time. in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. This paper is
and en·
read by not less than 100,000 persons every week,
c
e
b n
jo
Yo�t�lfh:::t:�fa �1:t!i�:N b� l���i���� i� foreign
countries are secured through us ; while it is well known
t��h:
o t
e patents applied for
a
u.r� .� :��?r�J�h ��� ��:���
MUNN &: CO.
American and Foreign Patent Attornies, Principal
Office 128 Fulton street, N�w York.
COLLEGE of the State of Penn
P OLYTECHNIC
a
t
l
ganiz:r b�lh� ;fa'i: of�h� I�d���i�t8�li::���} C��tt
nental Europe, and the only College in the Union in
which gentlemen graduate in the industrial professions.
t
c
e
����1ty� ��th�:�rc� ;�� :���:!�i�:.P��;F. g:J.8��;:
i
n
Bo�:
f(e�n�d�� M::�h��tc:\iJJ l1a.c���:�:1;orfi.fiI�
cher j Geo]ogy. Mineralogy, and Mining. Prof. A. "'''.
i
i
f. K�hn!d�� j.{���rr� L:���i�ftp�i&���stei!�g�r;��
V. De Amarelli. For catalogues and fulther information
A
to
Ap�"sf�ll�E�p'.�';lty.
Etl
per cent.
YOUNG MEN can make 500But
small
or over at home or abroad.
1 000
required. Business new, easy, neat, raspectable.
means
For full particulars address n
� I�tflM :iITlt,
Mayville, Dodge Co.. Wi,.
51 3"
B. I<'ITTS & CO Commission Agents for the
• Management an Sale of American and Foreign
R
Patent Rights, Office, No. 23 Oongress st., Boston, Mass.
51 4"
WISS DRAWING INSTRUMENTS-A full
5tock of these celebrated instruments alwa.ys on
AMSLER & WIltZ.
and. Cataloguell gratis.
211 Chestnut st., Philadelphia.
51 � "
APPARATUS-Globes, Orreries, Tellu·
SCHOOL
riam. Geometrical Models, Dissected Cones, Mag.
nets. Magnetic Needles, Microscopes, Telescopes, Draw
ing Instruments in Cases. Magic Lanterns, Air Pumps,
Electrical and Ma�M�1 AlfsTiJW' :B·
L
R�THER.
191 Chestm,t st .. Philadelphia.
1
!' WESTERN MACHINERY AND PAT·
GREA'
ent Agency.-}<} . E. ELLSWORTH having disposed
of his interest in the firm, the business hereafter well be
conducted under the firm and style of DAVID RICH
ARDS & CO. We are prepared to sell all kind! of val
uable improvements and machinery throughout the Uni
ted States. For furthel' information addres�
DAVID RIC EIARD & CO ..
No. 64 Randolph ,t.. Chicago, Ill.
51 6"
HE
NINTH
ANNUAL
EXHIBITION OF TIlE
T Maryland Institute for the
Promotion of the Me.
chanic Arts will be opened at the Institute's spacious
hall, Baltimore, on Wednesday, Oct. ht, and continue
to Oct. 29th, 1856. Goods for exhibition and competition
will be received at any time prior to Friday night, Sept.
26th. after which for exhibition only. exce ht such as the
fi e is c
i e
t
���n:� !�h:g��e �aii�; �t:r ��:' b�� fail�j�d do !�
from unavoidable detention. The co-operation of the
manufacturers, mechanics. artists, and the community
generally: is respectfully solicited. Circulan embodying
the regulations and blank applications foJ' space, with
all other information, will be promptly furnished by application to John S . Selby, c
0 t
fO �HilA \rXllsf*i��'
51 4
Chairman of the Exhibition Committee.
.•
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o.invited
2.-Inventors. Patentees, & e . , were all �ordially
to place their models here. free of charge.
N
and the Philadelphia papers say there is already six to

uight hundred thousand dollar.!l worth of patents in this
Toom. and visitors from all parts of the world visit there
� _ ��

9 �

YOUNG MEN for big wages. Honest,
and sure. Send stamp to Box 533,
oqo easy,

1
Detroit.
ich.

1;1 2"

�mtritan+
PATENT DECISION-To the Editors of the
T HE
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN :-The statement in your
paper of this morning in regard to the verdict of the jury
Georgia. is a perverted
In the case of George Page
one. It is true that the verdict was in favor of the defend
ant, but not upon the ground stated in the Elmira Adver
tiser, which you copied. On the first ballot of the jury
there were 7 for the plaintiff and 5 for the defendant.
The jury then proceeded to take up each questioB separ
ately : .First. they passed upon the question ofpriority of
t
,
i i v f
e
�he ���� ���t��C !��, �1d �h� ��f��j��?i��f�g!���
patent ? nyon this question the jury stood 8 for plaintiff
and 4 for defendant, and so stood until 5 0' clock in the
morning. and ultimately brought in a verdict for defend
ant, upon the testimony ofone of the witnes!!es for defend
ant. who swore that he had tended the mill from the time
it started. and that it never had end-play. And as this
was not
formed the essence of the infringment, and itmill
had
proven by the witnesses of complainant that the
been worked with end-play. though the fact is notorious
the de
that it had been so worked. the jury found forthe
fendant. though they unanimously decided that pri
of invention belonged to George Page, thereby sm;ority
taimng the validity ofhi'd'��iitGE PAGE &
CO.,
50 4
Baltimore, August 2d.

SAWS-W. respectfully call the atten
CmCULAR
tion of manufacturers oflumber the great
improve.
ments recently introduced in the tomanufacture
of our
Circular Saws. Being sole proprietors of Southwell's
patent for grinding saws, we are enabled to grind circular
saws from six inches to six feet with
the
greatest
accuracy
and precision. �'he impossibility grinding a saw with
out leaving it uneven m thicknessofhas
always been acn
e
� ����! :s ��o���tl��e���:���htl�t�a�:dsi�t��::
ing. 'Vhen this takes place the saw loses its stiffness and
will not cut in a direct line. We will warrant our 'saws
to be free from these deH3cts ; they- are made perfectly
even in thickness, or gradually
in thickness
from the edge to the center. as marmcrease
As there
are no thiclf or thin places. the be desired.
on the surface of
the saw is uniform. consequentlyfrIction
it will remain stiff and
l
!��th��a,:� ���bU::�;��t�iha:j �:sliibl:��'be!�0 s::.
true. r.rhis is the oldest etablishment now in existence
for the manufacture ofcircular
in the United States
having been established in thes3.)V8
year 1800. Orders re�
ceived at our Warehouse, No. 48 Congress
st Boston.
44 13 "'
WELCH & GRIFFITHS.
MACHINES-Circular and straight
KNITTING
knitting machines of all sizes and gauges
on hand
.n� :de to order. WALTER
AIKEN. �'ranklin, N.H.
�
tented
APPARATUS.-Pa
BENIJING
OOl)
W March 11th, 1856. for bending plow handles. car
riage. chair. boat, ship timbers, &c. This apparatus is P AGE'S PATENT Pl<JRPETUAL LIME KILN,
most
simple and inexpensi ve ; can be constructed by thepower
will burn 100 barrels lime with three cords of
ordinary mechanic, and operated by hand or
wood every 24 hours ; likewiseofmy
coal kiln
burn 150
r
e
r
t
n
e
bushel
witn 1 tuh bituminous coal in the samewill
time '· coal
M�R{ff�
�
jtiIN
�
d;��
iO
r����h: ;!�f:\b���i!�S d s
.
is not mixed with limestone. Rights
f()r sale.
No. 113 Mill st., Cincinnati, 0 .. or R. GRIFFI1'H, Troy, 45 26
C. D. PAGE, Roche,ter, N. Y.
� �
50 �
0RRIS
WORKS,
Norristown,
Pa.-Inglis, Carson
�W AND SCIEN'UFIC iNVENTION-Dr
&: West, Iron and Bras,<; Founders, MaChinists, Boiler
A I\Cheever's
Galvano·Electric Regenerator. Patent l!
akers
and
Steam
Engine
Builders-Manufactur
e Coril)sued Jan. 15th, 1856. A circular relating to the u:!!e ofthe
instrument, embracing a general treatise of atony of the ��e���I\V���!{���k��fofna�r;Pcr�;:c�t;�n:tllJ:��dsl�f
spermatic organs, the result of which tends to softening Mining Machinery, Sugar Mills. Propeller Engines for
the medullary substance of which the brain is composed Canal Boats. Blowing Cylinders. and all heav machinery
may be had gratis, and will be sent to any address by required in the En:ineering
ne Ii
mail by their indicating a desire to receive it. All letters
!��R� w l N�1li s ,
should be directed to DR. J . CHEEVER, No. 1 i'remont
RICHARD
R. CORS�N,
51 4:.·
Temple, Boston
43tf
JOHN WEST.
--------"-"
--- ---".
Sawing
Parallel
COMPOUNU
LEXANDER'S
A Machine, for making lath from the slab or board C IRCULAR SAW MILLS-The subscriber has
on
hand,
and
is
constantly
manufacturing
cel
cross-cutting. r.i.ppin�, and sawing miter, all combined in ebrated mills . with .!laws from 30 to 80 inches those
diameter,
a cheap, simple and compact manner, is illustrated in adapted
most kinds of lumber. and
No. 50. Scientific American. Sash factories. cabinet warrantedtotom�nufac�urin�
gIve satIsfactIon. For prices, &c address
shops. carpenter shops. etc., should have these machines. W. HERRICK,
Northampton. Mass.
49 8"
Price $60. Country and State. rights for sale. Addres�
'l'HOS. J. AL}JXANlJER, Westerville, J1�ranklin C o .
50 P
O�
ARREL
MACHINERY-CROZIER'S
PATENT
Bis unrivalled in point of quality and quantity of work
and may be seen lD consta.nt operation at the
ANNUAL FAIR 01<' TilE performed.
T WENTY-EIGIITII
Barrel Manufa.ctory of the undersigned.
American Institute of the city of New York at the machines
I<'or rights and
address
Crystal Palace.-This magnificent and spacious building
WELCH & CROZIER.
43
18*
will be opened for the reception of' Goods from Monday
Oswego,
N. Y.
the 15th, until Saturday the 20th of September. Heavy
goods and articles from a distance will be received and m o C<'-R l!UILD�S-For
stored in the Palace on and after the 1st of September. ... BorIng Mlli tor bormg car Sale, one new Upright
wheels. Maker's rice
Premiums-consisting of Gold. Silver, and Bronze Med $600, will be sold for $300
c ....h. Addre" G�;O . S . f,(N.
als, Diplomas, &c.-will be awarded on the :recommen OOLN & C O.. Hartford, Ct.
dation of competent and impartial judges. 't he Cattle
43tf
Show will be held on Hamilton Square, a beautiful plot
of ground of ten acres, granted by the Corporation of the
OR
S�LE-One .!lecond-hand 7 ft. power Planing
o
a
Machme. made by the New Haven
Manufacturing
����a: ��tT����d��� t�e i4f�.Yb�h�'a�d i��h£�:�; :O�� F
tor $300 cash. Has been used
tober. The Managers would impre!is upon exhibitors the VA. (Jost $500ou. will be sold
necesiiity of giving immediate notice of the space they ���ie ��k;r:, co�t$�,s �i�lb� :�dU��igt4t ���!�.by
fd�
wish to occupy, and those exhibiting machinery requir
GEORGE S. LINCOLN & GO.,
ing power. the amount. From the numerous applications dress
Hartford, Conn.
already made, the Managers find it necessary to make 47 tf
i t
o
I<'LUES-All size,
any length prompt·
�����:d f� *:���OLS!�!�rd.°(J���es���di� s� ����a�� B OILBR
ly furnished by JAlII.E S O. and
t l
t
MORSE & CO .. No. 79
a
ht��:3i;�rli��fa�; �;� b� h!�����'pI��ti�! :: th�l�ftt�� John st., N. Y.
51 Smos
of the American Institute. 351 Bro�.dway. N' e w York.
GEO. Ii'. Nl� SlHl'T. Chairman.
JOHN W. CHAMBERS, Secretary.
49 3
vs.

.•

.•
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ACHINE BELTING, Steam Packing, Engine
1'. Hose.-The superiority of these articles manufac
tured of vulcanized rubber is established. Every belt
will be warranted superior to leather, at one·third less
price. The Steam Packing is made in every variety, and
warranted to stand 300 degs. of heat. The hose never
needs oiling, and is warranted to stand any required pres
sure ; together with all varieties of rubber adapted to
mechanical purposes. Directions, prices, &c can be ob
tained by mail or otherwise, at our warehouse. New
York Belting and Packing Vo JOHN H. CHJ1JEYER,
48 10*
Treasurer. No. 6 Dey street. N. Y.
AGE'S
PATENT
(�IRCULAR
SA
W
P with Steam Engine and Boiler. on hand andMILl,S
for sale
tor $1500. at Schenck Machine Depot. 153 Greenwich st.
New
York.
A.
L.
ACKERMAN.
49 10
-----IMPROVED PORTABLE
INGERSOLL'S
Press for Hay, Cotton. Tobacco, &c.-A. silver medal
for which was awarded last fall at the Fair of the Amer
ican Institute, and also at the Fairfield County Fair in
Conn. On account ofthe cheapness. compactness. porta
bility and great power it is exactly adapted to the wants
and means of every farmer and planter. and is believed to
s ec
n o
ie
fh:ki�dP;�;��n�f:�lu�� d. �!� S !r. �:.\��i��L N��
t
c
l
r
i
d
th
�. h �j �� a:�pfk�ii! ·io �hc: 1� !����s a�1d���h:�i:s
Manufacturing Co., Green Point, (Brooklyn) L . 1 . ' 48 4*
PLANING MACHINE-Important
V ANFLEET'S
to .Builders, Dealers in Lumber, Var Manulactur
ers, &c.-'fhis machine does not take halfthe power that
the Woodworth Planer does" and is applicable and prac
ticable for horae power. }'or rights and machines address. D. O. IlEND�;n.SON, Sandusky, O. 48 4*
ENGINES-From 3 to 4Q·horse power
I!!:. O STEAM
@JI
also portable en�ines and boilers ; they are first
class engines. and will be sold cheap for cash. WM
BURDON, 102 Pront .t., Brooklyn.
41 tf
QUARTZ MILLS of the most improved con·
GOLD
struction ; will crush more quartz and do it finer
than any machine now in use, and costs much less. WM
BURDON, 102 �'ront st., Brooklyn.
41 tf
,\,'S PA'l'ENT INCRUSTATION
W EI8SENBOn..
Preventer.-Among the testimonials to the great
success of this invention, read the following from William
Burdon, 102 ':Pront st., Brooklyn :_f' I am perfectly satis
fled with its operation. I believe it is the only machine
yet invented that will entirely separate lime and other
e.
i
r
�daili�� �� ���i� ifts�h� be,:r��t��h��t:�� :;�J : :�p��
rior condenser. All parties are warned against infringements on the patent.
STE WAR'f KERR. Agent,
47 5eow
17 Broadway, New York.
WELLS &; CO., Florence, llampshire Co.,
H• Mass.-Are at all times �repared to fill orders for
any size (single or double) of Well's Patent Improved)
premium Circular Saw Mills, which take the( lead of all
other mills in market for manufacturing lumber. Also
Morrison'� Shingle Machines, which rive. shave. and
n
e
e
js�i�gfe�r:��l��t�S!��i �!chin:� c�;;ilil� l�'fss:;�ingg
1000 shingles per hour, or 4.000 lath per day. Cuts, and
List of Prices_�ent by mail when deisred. 45 6teow
MECHANIC'S INSTITUTE-The
KENTUCKY
Fourth Annual Exhibition will commence. in
Louisville. on Sept. 30th. 1856. Gold silver, and bronze
medals, and diplomas will be awarded for superior arti
cles, and special premium!'! for the most meritorious.
Competition is invited from every part of the Union. The
Hall will be readl for the reception ofgoods on Sept. 18.
Articles for exhibition only admitted free of charge.
Goods must be carefully packed and directed "Kentucky
Mechanic's Institute, care of Carter and Jewett. Louisri
n
i
ir?r��in�ii���:Hf :dlr��; D� �c}fHE�S�N� S���!i�;;
of the Exhibition Committee.
45 4*eow
-ORTABLE
STEAM
ENGINES.-S.
C.
HILLS,
P N0,' 12 Platt st N. Y., offers for sale these Engines,
with Boilers, Pumps. Heaters, etc., all complete. and
very compact. from 2 to 10 horse power, suitable for print
ers, carpenters, farmers. planters. &c. A 2 1�2 horse can
r
s i
eet
s
�Oo tb�, �ri!� $24� jO���::�i:es r:��gp�iti�n� 27�3�hs
�
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© 1856 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

& BOND , Artis's, 89 Nassau st. N.Y., Me.
F ORBES
chanical and
general Draughtsmen on wood,stone,&c.

NEW YORK DAILY SUN for $2 a year.
T HE
'fhe miracle of the present
age is accom,Plished by
the. Pub!isher ofthe ;New Yerk Bu
sub 
.n, in furmshing
scr�bers In clubs oftlurty or mou wlth"the
daily paper by
r
e . e
e
i
3
e
�d�si� a�2;erl �� t�� c��� ��;n� all �: ��e3a� �;ll;
newspapers. It contains the latest news to be had by tel:rcth��
fu:��s �1:trJ:=�;-d�:���es�:::!m ci��urb�?e��
paya.ble in advance, 5 copies
one year $16'50 ; 10 copies
$30 ; 15 copie� $41 25 ; 20 copies $50 ; 25 copies $56'25 · 30
copies $00. Single' copies
$4. a rear. Papers to be ;ent
in one wrapper, and only by mai , and to be directed to
one person only. The
on the Dai1y Sun within
the State of New York postage
is only cents per year,
and only
$1',56 to any other pari of the 78
United States. Specimen
e
a
��fjj3t� :� li�:��edio F6kcE�oS·. kE1cH,( �::bl�:t'
New York City.
37 If
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CELEBRATED PORTABLE STEAM
V AIL'S
Engines and Saw
Bogardu/\' Horse.powers,
Smut Machines, Saw andMills,
Grist Mill irons
Gearing,
Saw Gummers, Ratchet Drilll'l, &c. Orders and
for light and
heavy forging and castings executed with dispatch.
LOGAN & LIDGERWOOD,
13 1y*
9 Gold st., N. Y.
IL�fER & CO., Electrotypers, and Manufacturers
F of
Electrotype Materials. l28 Fulton st., N. Y. Mold
ing Presses. Batteries, Cases. Backing
Pam:, Shaving Ma.
chines, Metal Kettles, Planes, Blocks, Building
etc.,
etc., on hand, or furnished at short notice, andIrons,
at moder
ate charges. Adams' Improved batteries and black.lead
machine!! also for sale.
23 tf
-For railroads, steamers, and for
lf..l
!
OIL
!
OIL
!
Omachinery and 9urning_Pease'�
Machine
ry and Burning Oil will save fifty perImproved
and will not
gum. This oil possesses qualities vitallycent
essential
lubri
cating and burning, and found in no other oil. for
It is of
fered to the public upon the most reliable. thorough,
and
practical test. Our most skillful engineer� and machinists
pronounce it superior and cheaper than any
other,
and
the only- oil that is in all cases reliable and
not gum.
't he S C Ientific American. after several tests.will
pronounced
it .. superior to any other they have ever used for machinery." For sal; °Sl.1���NE�6
i'il�i� :r,dB �.3.��·N:uf� r .
N. B,-Reliable orders filled for any part of the United
States and Europe.
33 tf
(f,RCROSS
RO'.rARY
PLANING
MACIIINE,
N The Supreme Court of the U. S., at the
of1853
and 1854. having decided that the patent Term
to Nich
alas G. Norcros:!! . of date }�eb, 12, 1850. forgranted
a
Rotary
ning Machine for Planing Boards and Planks notPIa
an
infringement of the Woodworth Patent.
i t
r s
c e
a!
t�
�;�ch::eJ��
�p������ �� 8�����RO ;A�
c Office for sale of rights
at 27 State street, Boston. and
Lowell, Mass,
45tf
E'W
HAVEN MFG. CO.-Machinists' Tools, Iron
Planers. Engine and Hand Lathes. Drills, Bolt Cut
N Gear
ters,
Cutters, Chucks, &c., on hand and finishing.
These 'rools are of superior quality, and are for sale low
c
or
fi6n ��d p�rrerl'l�v:g!r:�s�r:f N�o.: ciI�v��il:���tS�;fE�
Co New Haven, Conn.
lU tf
.•

1

ARRISON'S

INCH GRAIN MILLS-La·
Price
New
31tf
0Il ER INCRUSTATIONS PREVENTED
A simple;: aii'd cheap condenser manufactured
1!
m. Hurdon. 102 Front st Brooklyn, will take every parby
ticles of lime or Balt out of the water. rendering it as pure
as Croton, before entering tIle boiler. Persons in want
ofaucll machines will please state what the bore <:Ind
stroke ofthe engines are, and what kind of water is to be
w�
41 •
Patent.- A supply constantly on hand.
New Haven Manufacturing Co
H testAddress
Haven,
Conn.
30

200 .
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jeieutiuc 6lmericau.
to allow of the more easy removal o f the outer

6lrt.

cScieucc nuh

membrane in the process of pounding, which
is performed in wooden mortars.

It is after 

wards winnowed with a kind of a cane fanner
on mats.

Improving Iron.-Nlckel.

Many

entertain the opinion that

persons

pure iron is superior for use to an alloy of it.
P ure iron is unfit for

This is a great mistake.

use ; it is soil-not so strong as an alloy ofit,
and it cannot resist the action of the atmos
phere.

reduced to very fine pow

Pure iron

der, when thrown into the atmosphere, takes
fire, on account of its great affinity for oxy
gen, and it is soon reduced to an oxyd (rust.)
Unless iron contained some other ingredient, it
could not be employed for forged or cast-iron
work.

wrought iron or steel, simply because it con
tains more carbon.
It is true that there are some substances
generally found associated with common iron,
such as silica and sulphur, which are adulter
ations, and injure its useful qualities ; but
then there are other substances, which, when
strength, and
of

carbon, copper, zinc, nickel,

;

lowing manner :-

G
consists in giving elasticity to the shanks of

chro

steel,) the strongest and hardl'st of metals,

chor, consisting of a rod of metal, on the Iower
end, of which a head or shoulder, B, is form ed.

to form the shoulder, D.

shoulder, B, and its upper end bears against

end of the tube is afterwards closed by a plug,

F.
A washer o f india rubber o r other elastic

also made

substance is placed at

prevent water gaining access to the spring.

An alloy of iron and nickel is very ductile

The stock of the anchor is made separately

and strong, and almost proof against rusting.

from the tnbe, C, and is attached thereto by

C ould nickel be obtained &0 cheap, that only

The

our country

sliding it on the upper square part, and after
Between the saw, G G, and collar, C, on the
spindle, are two beveled washers, E F, each
capable of being turned round independently
of the other ;

and on the opposite side is a

would be of great consequence in tending to

plain washer, H, having a concave recess for

improve and advance the useful arts, by using

receivin� a convex nut, D, which screws on to

it only to alloy iron, not to speak of its value

the end of the spindle, and secures the saw

as a useful metal for other purposes.

The

most productive ores of nickel are those

firmly thereto.

The whole is

so arranged

two beveled washers, E and F, a surface more

as an alloy of copper, acquired for it the name

or leils oblique with the axis of the spindle, is

It' is found at Chatham,

presented for the saw to be screwed against.

C onn., in gneiss, but it has been mined there

The obliquity of the saw with the axis of the

Owing to the

spindle may be varied at pleasure, and grooves

rocks of the

or rebates of various' widths cut into the wood

United States, we are of opinion that sufficient

submitted to its action.

try, we believe that rich nickel ores exist, and

application of any force greater than that of
the spring, and the lengthening power in the
anchor peculiarly fits it for resisting sudden
,.

R ea d ! Read ! ! Read ! ! !

..
Grain.

A short time ! ince, while the workmen at

the head of the stream was at lea.at ten feet
The stream gradually sub

grain being arranged on the outer edge of
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which water from the melting snow has been
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The grain, which

The

week, in convenient quarto form for binding, and pre 

gratis.

A

tached by a short peduncle to the husk, from

practical form.

allow us to make a hasty survey of its cause.

ers with water during dry weather.

either spike, and alternated ; the grain is at
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world.
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ranean reservoirs are the sources of the moun

grows to the hight of about eighteen inches.

in the

sent. at the head of all other scientific papers

Life. will find the -SCIENTIFlO AMERICAN to be of

An eye-witness states that

out of the tunnel.

pletion of the tunnel greatly.

It is a slender grass, with digitate spikes, and

has. by

vast stream of water burst forth and flowed

of soli d rock.

of European agriculturists for the first time.

It

ture rs. AgriculturistH. and People of every Profession £n

opened a road through near three hundred leet

Edinburgh JOUl'nal, and brought to the notice
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the Blue Ridge Tunnel, Va., were digging, a

State a good deal of money, since nature has

Leone, has lately been described in Chambers'

is the

kind.

far . the largest circulation, and stands. by common COD

PATENT C L A IM S .

cavern is of immense extent ,and will save the

some of the dis tricts of the colony of Sierra

cirCUlated. the most inte rest

the S CIKNTIJ'IC AAlllilUCAN £n arivance of all other p a 

A Subterranean Reservoir.

tunnel tar s this cavern near its center.

A grain called the " fundi," cultivated in

The most extensively

ing. reliable, attractive. and cheap�st publication of its

Lished every week, including OjJic£al Copiu of all the

- . ..,

mountain an immense cavern or pocket, in

observing mineral explorers.

which it is easily separated.

the anchor is capable of lengthening by the

It seems that there is in the middle of the

await to reward indefatigable scientific and

African

As the cable is attached to tbe rod

rod, A.

A, and the arms of the anchor to the tube, C,

fore it like chaff.

In the copper regions

of Lake Snperior, and other parts of our coun 

new

A swivel link is connected to the top of the

high, and that it swept carts and barrows be

attention has not yet been directed to the dis

A

wards securing it by a cotter or otherwise.

01 that by changing the relative positions of the strains.- [London Engineer.

Germany ; and its early use in that country,

-

G, the upper part of

the shank, so as to fit the tube, C , tightly, and

The way to do this is known.

discovery of rich nickel ores in

The shank, A, is introduced

the shoulder, D.

into the tube, C, at the bottom, and the lower

stronger, it would be a gmnd achievement.

iron work exposed to tbe atmosphere.

Y E A R .

T W E L F T H

its lower end against the

the spring bears at

C ould wrought iron

bined with our common iron, the latter would

SCIEN''1'IFIC AMERICAN.

shank, and occu

pies the space between the shank and the tube,

be made capable of resisting the oxydizing

be rendered far more useful for all wrought

A helical or coiled

spring is situated upon the

is

2 to 6 per cent. ofit could be com

O F TIl T:.!

C is a metal tube, in which the shank is en
closed, the tube being contracted at top so as

rapidly by the

effects of the atmosphere, and

A is the shank of the an

an chors, as shown.

affinity which it has for oxygen, when exposed

�

much use d as a bronze powder.

This is effected in the fol

with carbon, and rendering it (in the form ot

covery of nickel ores.

and sal-ammoniac forms mosaic gold, which is

construction to cut grooves or rebatcs of any

the most generally used

metaliferous

The sulphuret of tin heated with sulphur

rection, so as to make a saw of the common

The method of alloying it

vast extent of the

�----
..
-----�.�
Mosaic Gold.

circular saw to its spindle in an oblique di

molded, forged, and welded, it is really the

with only moderate success .
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been created a Peer, and is a new sign of the

highly glutinous, and has a delicate flavor,
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times in England, as it marks the snrrender of

For the 1 0th largest List.

25

between that of rice and kiln-dried oats.

feudalism to industry.

. For the 1 1 th Illrie.t List,

20

brane is whitish and semi-transparent.

When ripe it is cnt down, tied up in small

This is a most ingenious contrivance, and

sheaves, and placed in a dry situation ; for, if will save the great expense of having saws

allowed to r emain on the ground and to get made to the thickness of the rebate required.
wet, the grains become agglutinated to their
coverings.

20

of lard-a pint of the latter may thus be clar 

Owing to the abundance of iron scattered

about from

Maintaining the same propor

bergamot, &c.

En/dish Patent ••

over and combined with the earth's crust, and

to a moist atmosphere.

with the essential oil of lavender, rosemary ,
tion of parts by measure-l of alcohol to

stronger than when pure

well known ; but steel rusts

It may be colored a light

purple with alkanet root, and also scented

..

and is not s o liable to rust.

most useful, as it is

Pour off the clear and

fallen to the bottom .
use it for hair oil.

parations.

required widths.

stand until they

have become quite clear, and a sediment has

The grain ap

Iron containing a small por

metal in the arts.

T o every twenty pints of lard oil add one

�

than sago, potato starch, and other similar pre
-

Oil for the Hllir.

and sha e them frequently for about two days,

pears to be quite as delicate as arrow root

�

..

..

..
Clarifying Lllrd

after WhICh allow them to

Some

while it possesses a more agreeable flavo

;

man, and the reporter of a newspaper.

of alcohol ; place them in a clean glass vessel,

times it is made into puddings, and eaten

capacity to resist the action of

mium, or cobalt, is

Ruston's Improved ..8nchor.-This invention

of Bait pork being added for the sake of flavor.

either hot or cold with milk.

Lord Lyndhurst is th
e
.
son 0f a portraIt painter, and Lord Campbell
Chief Justice of England, was once a poo

an old invention here.-E D.]

pan, with fowl, fish, or mutton, a small piece
This is said to make a very good dish.

many may suppose.

character for

combined with it, improve its
the atmosphere.

[The above is a very good arrangement for
what is known as a drunken saw ; but it is

the colony generally stew it in a close sauce 

C ast iron resists the action of the at

mosphere (is not liable to rust) far better than

tion

The Europeans and negroes connected with

States.- [London Civil Engineer and Archi
tect's Journal.

The grain is trodden out with the

The invention has been patented by Mr.
Henry Laxton,

as

a

communication from

feet, and is then parch ed or dried in the lun Messrs. Highfield and Harrison, of the United
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